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©ur alma fIDater

Gbte Book

lis affectionately Beoicateo

Fair Smith, our praise to thee, we render,
O dearest college halls.

Bright hours that live in rnem'ry tender,
Are winged within thy walls.

O'er thy walks the elms are bowing,
Alma Mater,

Winds 'mid branches softly blowing,
Ivy 'round thy tower growing,

Alma Mater.

Tho' time may prove the pleasure fleeting,
No hour is sped in vain.

True hearts behold the future meeting;
Our friendship cannot wane.

Of thy care forgetful never,
Alma Mater,

Bound by ties that naught can sever,
Still to thee returning ever,

Alma Mater.

And while the hills with purple shadows
Eternal vigil keep,

Above the happy river meadows
In golden haze asleep,

May thy children thee addressing,
Alma Mater,

Still with grateful praise unceasing,
Speak with loyal hearts thy blessing,

Alma Mater.
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Rev. Henry M. Tyler, A. M. John T. Stoddard, Ph. D. Benjamin C. Blodgett, Mus. D.
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Mary A. Jordan, A. M. Harry Norman Gardiner, A. M. Mary E- Byrd, A. B.
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Delphine Duval John Everett Brady, Ph. D. M. Elizabeth J. Czarnomska.

Harris H. Wilder, Ph. D. Rev. Irving F. Wood, A. M., B. D. William F. Ganong, Ph. D.

Charles D. Hazen, Ph. D. Mary J. Brewster, M. D. Henry L. Moore, Ph. D.
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Frank A. Waterman, Ph. D. Alfred P. Dennis, Ph. D. Charles F. Emerick, Ph. D.

Arthur H. Pierce, Ph. D. Mary F. Knox, A. B. Emily Norcross, A. M.

Grace a. Hubbard, A. M. Senda Berenson. Julia H. Caverno, a. M.





Elizabeth D. Hanscom, Ph. D. Mary t,- Benton, A. B. Anna A. Cutler, Ph. D.
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Officers of tbe Cla00
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Anne Louise Sanborn, President,

Jean McLean Morron, Vice-President,

Harriet Elizabeth Comstock, Secretary,

Felice Menuez Bowns, Treasurer.

5opbomore l?eat

Jean McLean Morron, President,

Mildred Winslow Dewey, Vice-President,

Alice Duryee, Secretary,

The Kimball Twins, Treasurer.

Junior lt>ear

Julia Bolster, President,

Ethel Prescott Stetson, Vice-President,

Martha MELissa Howey, Secretary,

Annie Holbrook Duncan, Treasurer.

Senior Kear

Ellen Tucker Emerson, President,

Methyl Gertrude Oakes, Vice-President,

Agnes Patton, Secretary,

Shirley May Hunt, Treasurer.
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Ethel Allison, May Alice Allen, Nina Louise Almirall,

37 Prospect St., Main St., 408 Grand Ave..

Fitchburg, Mass. Yarmouth, Maine. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Caroline Holt Arms, Annie May Ashworth, Marion Livia Ashley,

2 School St., Ticonderoga, N. Y. 104 S. River St.,

Bellows Falls, Vt. Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Jessie Mabel Austin, Mary Wilson Aull, Nellie Brownell Ayers,

9 Howard St., 4480 Westminster PI., 1052 West State St.,

New London, Conn. St. Louis, Mo. Jacksonville, 111.





Mary Franklin Barrett, Harriet Anna Barnes, Mary Mason Barstow,
19 Elm St., 992 Beacon St., 224 Angell St.,

Bloomfield, N. J. Newton Centre, Mass. Providence, R. I.

Jennette Benton Bartholomew, Alice Lizzie Batchelder, Mary Howland Bellows,

79 Sigourney St., 76 Middle St., Walpole, N. H.
Hartford, Conn. Portsmouth, N. H.

Bertha Benedict, Miriam Birdseye, Marian Caroline Billings,

401 West End Ave., 25 Broad St., Hatfield, Mass.
New York City. New York City.
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Ethyl Haskell Bradley, Sarah Elizabeth Blodgett, Julia Bolster,

8 Prospect Square, Bucksport, Maine, 204 Spring St.,

Gloucester, Mass. Portland, Maine.

Mabel Arva Brewer, Alice Margaret Brannon, Mary Hunt Brimson,
Cortland, N. Y. Gil Southbridge St., 528 West 62d St.,

Worcester, Mass. Chicago, 111.

Ethel Susan Brocklebauk, Helen Everton Brown, Elizabeth Scribner Brown,
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Annie Maria Buffum,
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Frances Crosby Buffington,

Care Mr. G. J. Parker,

666 Washington St.,

Boston, Mass.

Mildred Tenney Brown,
319 North Broad St.,

Galesburg, 111.

Florence Laura Byles,

Titusville, Pa.

Edith Burbank,
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New York City.

Mary Louise Caldwell,

648 N. 4th St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Century Club,

New York City.
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Highland Park, 111.
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Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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Agnes Chamberlin Childs, Ethel Swan Cobb, Blanche Emeline Clough,

9 Westland St., Abington, Mass. 270 Orange St.,
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Helen Coburn, Mary Bancroft Coggeshall, Edna White Collins,
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Lowell, Mass. South Orange, N. J. Boston, Mass.

Elizabeth Comstock, Ethel Young Comstock, Martha Criley,
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Detroit, Mich. St. Johnsbury, Vt. Kansas City, Mo.
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Mary Beach Curtis, Alice Sylvia Cummings, Eleanor Schnreman Davidson,
24 Maple Ave., 76 Laurel Street, Hillburn, N. Y.

East Orange, N. J. Fitchburg, Mass.

Daisy Toles Day, Sarah Lydia DeForest, Charlotte Burgis DeForest,

West Hartford, Conn. 144 Hancock St., 144 Hancock St.,

Auburndale, Mass. Auburndale, Mass.

Ethel Marguerite de Long, Mildred Winslow Dewey, Marie de Rochemont,
87 Montgomery Ave., 6 Eastern Promenade, Portsmouth, N. H.
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Alice Maud Douglass,

23 Ann St.,

Little Fall s.N.Y.

Elizabeth Anderson Dike,

113 Hancock St.,

Auburndale, Mass.

Eleanor Frances Dooly,
600 East South Temple St.,

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Louise Charlotte Droste,
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Montclair, N. J.

Anne Lamson DuBois,
Randolph, Vt.

Alice France Duckworth,
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Lowell, Mass.
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406 Main St.,

Hartford, Conn.

Annie Holbrook Duncan,
297 Jefferson Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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George May Eaton Ellen Tucker Emerson, Lucy Morris Ellsworth,

Lancaster, N. H. Lowell Road, Care Century Co.. 33 E. 17th St.,

Concord, Mass. New York City.

Jennie Little Emerson, Leal May Fales, Mary Adams Fassett,

31 Montgomery PI., Turners Falls, Mass. Nashua, N. H.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Amy Ferris, Sara Lawrence Fisher, Mary Balbernie Fisher,

South Norwalk, Conn. 21 S. Washington St., 809 S. Lafayette St.,

North Attleboro, Mass. Macomb, 111.

Olive Flower, MildredElni Ford, Edna Lois Foley,

Oxford, Ohio. 2464 Euclid Ave., 33 La Fayette St.,

Cleveland, Ohio. Hartford, Conn.

Annie Louise Forsyth, Edith Forepaugfh, Nellie Fosdick,

Lebanon, N. H. 288 Laurel Ave., 98 Pleasant St.,

St. Paul, Minn. Fitchburg, Mass.
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Ruth Louise Gaines, Claire Pearl Foster, Marjory Gane,
Austin, Texas. Walnut Place, 120 Market St.,

Fort Wayne, Ind. Chicago, 111.

Pauline Marie Garey, Fanny Garrison, Ethel Gates,

884 Massachusetts Ave., 107 Chestnut St., 510 Home Insurance Bldg.,

Cambridge, Mass. West Newton, Mass. Chicago, 111.

Laura Ella Gere, Agnes Hastings Gilchrist, Ethel Godfrey,
8223 11th St., 379 Amesbury Ave., Kenduskeag Ave.,

St. Joseph, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Bangor, Maine.





Edith Annie Grant, Lucy Coates Grumbine, Esther Follansbee Greene,
4 Nonotuck Ave., 144 East Walnut St., Peace Dale, R. I.

Chicopee, Mass. Titusville, Pa.

Edna Elizabeth Hammond, Harriet Louise Harris, Gertrude Fiske Hall,

31 Park St., 53 Deering St., 244 Church St.,

Adams, Mass. Portland, Maine. Burlington, Vt.

Ethel Wallace Hawkins, Helen Louise Harsha, Mabel Heddon,
31 Wendell Ave., 650 Washington Boulevard, 52 Heddon PI.,

Pittsfield, Mass. Chicago, 111. East Orange, N.J.





Mariana Higbie,

1013 Broad St.,

Newark, N. J.

Matilda Louelle Heidrich,
208 Perry Ave..

Peoria, 111.

Florence Hinkley,
57 Deering St.,

Portland, Maine.

Marion Goodhue Holbrook,
16 W. 130th St.,

New York City.

Annie Stella Hitchcock,
Bethany, Conn.

Florence Mary Homer,
Brighton, Mass.

Lou Hinkley Hosick,
140 Monroe St.,

Chicago, 111.

Susan Mabel Hood,
Hathorue, Mass.

Eleanor Benedict Hotchkiss,
173 Summer St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
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Ethel Barstow Howard, Martha Melissa Howey, Helen Zabriskie Howes,
25 Crawford St., 35 Gibson St., 248 Park St.,

Boston, Mass. Canandaigua, N. Y. Newton, Mass.

Rosamond Hull, Belsita Maud Hull, Shirley May Hunt,
40 Appleton Ave., 14 Rosetti St., 14 Aldersey St.,

Pittsfield, Mass. New Haven, Conn. Somerville, Mass.

Mary Seelye Hunter, Edith Laurana Hurlburt, Grace Edna Irvin,

268 State St., Soraers, Conn. Rushville, 111.

Albany, N. Y.
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Hannah Gould Johnson,
454 Warren St.,

Hudson, N. Y.

Mary Fosdick Jennings,
67 Garfield Ave.,

Detroit, Mich.

Amy Stetson Jones,

30 Oak St.,

Brattleboro, Vt.

Clara Cornelia Juliaud,

Greene, N. Y.

Jane Mercer Kerr,
4G2 Rebecca St.,

Pittsburg, Pa

Jessamine Kimball,
172 2nd Ave.,

Lansingburgh, N. Y.
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Alice Kimball, Louise Hleecker Kimball,
110 East 29th St..

New York City.

Bertha Pratt King,
Little Falls, N. Y.
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Helen West Kitchel, Genevieve King, Clara Myers Knowlton,
297 Ogden Ave., N. E. cor. Octavia St. and Broadway, 246 Stephenson St.,

Milwaukee, Wis. San Francisco, Cal. Freeport, 111.

Ethel Lane, Eva Helena Kriegsmann, Grace King Larmonth,
Lombard, 111. 18 Nott Terrace, 401 East 6th St.,

Schenectady, N. Y. Jamestown, N. Y.

Edith DeBlois Laskey, Delia Dickson Leavens, Rosamond Roberta Lent,

8 Jefferson St., 152 Broadway, Sing Sing, N. Y.

Marblehead, Mass. Norwich, Conn.
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40 Harvard Ave., 45 Florida St., Jacksonville, Fla.

Brookline, Mass. Springfield, Mass.

Julia Logan, Mary Annette Lockhart, Grace Ethel Lord,
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Brooklyn, N. Y. Colorado Spriugs, Col. Boston, Mass.

Laura Woolsey Lord, Rebecca Robins Mack, Rath Alida Lusk,

Hanover, N. H. 1127 South 48th St., 557 Dayton Ave.,

Philadelphia, Pa. St. Paul, Minn.
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Christine Isabel MacLeod,
10 Rhode Island Ave.,

Newport, R. I.

Anne Louise Martin,

3639 Grand Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Georgia Anna Mason,
902 First Ave. S.,

Fort Dodge, la.

Elizabeth Lore McGrew,
715 Case Ave.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Louise Meyer,
2009 Prairie Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Mabel Converse Mead,
60 East 79th St.,

New York City.

Nona Burnett Mills,

No. Columbus Ave.,

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Julia Post Mitchell,

Morristown, N.

Maude Emma Miner,
59 Maple St.

Florence, Mass.
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Margaret King Moore, Mary Winifred Moore, Helen Van Deren Morgan,
856 West State St., 275 Bay St., Highland Park, 111.

Jacksonville, 111. Springfield, Mass.

Jean McLean Morron, Margaret Purdum Muir, Mary Clare Mullaly,
305 North Jefferson Ave., 4CG Laurel Ave., 167 West 79th St.,

Peoria, 111. St. Paul, Minn. New York City.

Clara Maud Norris, Marguerite Cutler Page, Methyl Gertrude Oakes,
760 Massachusetts Ave., 477 Highland Ave., High St.,

Cambridge, Mass. Maiden, Mass. Auburn, Me.
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Emeline Palmer, Agnes Patton, Helen Maud N. Parsons,
Stonlngton, Conn. 1612 Summer St., 16 Union St.,

Philadelphia, Pa. Chicopee, Mass.

Florence Louise Palmer, Margaret Edna Peck, Grace Rarey Peters,

12 Western Ave., 620 Highland Ave., 891 East Broad St.,

Fairfield, Me. Elgin, 111. Columbus, Ohio.

Florence Augusta Pooke, Margaret Rebecca Piper, Helen Custer Pooke,
22 Winnemay St., 145 Boutelle St., 22 Winnemay St.,
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Amherst, Mass. Salina, Kansas. Littleton, N. H.

Antoinette Putnam-Cramer, Clara Everett Reed, Helen Hayward Rice,

202 West 86th St., West Brookfield, Mass. 12 Prichard St.,

New York City. Fitchburg. Mass.

Bertha June Richardson, Alice Richardson, Gertrude Frieda Riddle,

188 East Madison Ave., 213 Branch St., 3712 Washington Boulevard,

Cleveland, Ohio. Lowell, Mass. St. Louis, Mo.
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Gertrude Roberts, Mary Helen Sayles, Caroline Rhoda Saunders,
5 Belvidere Ave., 1307 North Meridian St., 323 Summit Ave.,

Worcester, Mass. Indianapolis, Ind. St. Paul, Minn.

Caroline Thomas Rumbold, Katherine Bosworth Rising, Anne Louise Sanborn,
3862 Washington Ave., 351 West Broadway, 2106 Grand Ave.,

St. Louis, Mo. Winona, Minn. Milwaukee, Wis.

May True Sanborn, Mary Amsden Sayward, Persis Eastman Rowell,

96 Forest Ave., 110 Winthrop Ave., 1023 Massachusetts Ave.,

Bangor, Me. Wollaston, Mass. Cambridge, Mass.
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Clara Elizabeth Schauffler, Susan Russell Seaver, Lillian Randolph See,
23 Woodland Ave., 22 Westminster Ave., 481 Manhattan Ave.,

New Rochelle, N. Y. Roxbury, Mass. New York City

Marion Louise Sharp, Marie Louise Sexton, Janet Somerville Sheldon,
12 Fairbanks St., Phoenix Building, Greenwich, Conn.

Brookline, Mass. Minneapolis, Minn.

Martha Elizabeth Sherman, Jennie Spaulding Shipman, Helen Shoemaker,
18 Park Ave., Bellows Falls, Vt. 125 West Commerce St.,

Chicago, 111. Bridgeton, N. J.
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Ruth Eleanor Slade,

95 Anden St.,

Providence, R. I.

Helen Parmenter Smith.

534 School St.,

Athol, Mass.

Irene Lathrop Smith,
4130 Westminster PI.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Mary Lawrence Smith,
30 North Prospect St.

Amherst, Mass.

Rosa Smith,

36 Waverley PI.,

Orange, N. J.

Florence Josephine Smyth,
153 Westl22dSt.,

New York City.

Mary Louise Spring,

409 Perry Ave.,

Peoria, 111.

Clara Dwight Sprague,
66 Owasco S't.,

Auburn, N. Y.

Enola Genevieve Stephens,

69 Pearl St.,

Springfield, Mass.
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Frances Stettauer, Ethel Prescott Stetson, Sylvia Churchill Stoddard,

2026 Prairie Ave., 19 Broadway, North Brookfield, Mass.

Chicago, 111. Bangor, Me.

Helen Florence Stratton, Sarah Cleonice Stone, Marie Louise Strong,

46 Highland Ave., Petersham, Mass. 36 King St.,

Fitchburg, Mass. Westfield, Mass.

Marie Stuart, Bertha Cleora Sumner, Julia Elizabeth Sullivan,

1426 Ferry St., 1 Harrington Ave., 452 West 50th St.,

Lafayette, Ind. Worcester, Mass. New York City.
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Marian Sutton, Ruth Tomlinson, Anna Valentine Thome,
63 Federal St., 462 Jefferson Ave., 113 So. Broadway,

Springfield, Mass. Elizabeth, N.J. Yonkers, N. Y.

Anna Speck Thomson, Laura Stiles Thayer Edith Selina Tilden,

Thomson, Clark Co., Ky. Hadley.Mass. Milton, Mass.

Amy Ethel Taylor, Miriam Titcomb, Lena Lewis Swasey,
Bedford St., 60 Stone St., 724 Congress St.,

Lexington, Mass. Augusta, Me. Portland, Me.





Miriam Augusta Trowbridge, Mabel Pauline Van Home, Grace Viele,

467 North St., Columbia, N. Y. 200 Porter Ave.,

Pittsfield, Mass. Buffalo, N. Y.

Beatrice Vrooman, Inez Louise Wiggins, Leslie Thorning Vinal,

Oakland, Cal. Warsaw, N. Y. 9 Aldersey St.,

Somerville, Mass.

Gertrude Weil, Dolly Louise Whittelsey, Ida Josephine Waymoth,
Goldsborough, N. C. 76 Sackett St., 258 South St.,

Providence. R. I. Fitchburg, Mass.





Elizabeth Sophia Wilson, Margaret Guild Wilder, Jean Shaw Wilson,
4833 Woodland Ave., 53 Fairmount Ave.. 230 Fairmont Ave..

Philadelphia, Pa. Newton, Mass. Pittsburg, Pa.

Ona I,orene Winants, Ruth Wilson, Helen Witmer,
504 Woodland Ave., 1310 North Delaware St.. West Grand Ave.,

Kansas City, Mo. Indianapolis, Ind. Des Moines, Iowa.

Sarah Nicoll Woodward, Alice Wright, Louise Wilcox Worthen,
18 Hammersley Ave., 230 Oneida St., Hanover, N. H.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Milwaukee, Wis.
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Fannie Josephine Yeaw, Grace Matilda Zink, KatheriDe Louise Dillon,

Hope Valley, R. I. 112 Plymouth Ave., Amherst, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
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Stafford Springs, Conn. 140 Union Ave.,

Jamaica, N. Y.
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Isabel Cary Adams,

Mary Ainslie,

Maud Alexander,

Katherine May Ayers,

Edith Barnett,

Mary Eva Benson,

Katherine Fiske Berry,
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Julia Marguerite Gray,
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Marion Proctor,
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Clara Stanley Redfern, *

Florence Reeves,

Maria Jane Richardson,

Jennie Stanley Ripley,

Winnifred Harriet Robinson,

Madelaine Guild Rogers,

Mabel Ross,

Vera Gordon Rowe,

Frederica Sawyer,

Alice Maysie Simpson,

Edith Maria Smith,

Julia West Stevens,

Esther Davenport Street,

Alice Taggart,

Cornelia Charlotte Taylor,

Alice Eddy Treat,

Margaret Tucker,

Alice Smith Tuttle,

Sarah Barbour Webster,

Elizabeth Judd Whipple,

Sara Wilson,

Alice Townsend Woodfin,

Florence Lena Yerxa.

Deceased.
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Officers

Martha Melissa Howey,

President for First Semester,

Marie Stuart,

President for Second Semester.

Senior /Members

Elizabeth Scribner Brown,

Constance Charnley,

Charlotte Burgis DeForest,

Sarah Lydia DeForest,

Marguerite Fellows,

Ruth Louise Gaines,

Ethel Barstow Howard,

Martha Melissa Howey,

Rosamond Hull,
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Jessamine Kimball,

Helen West Kitchel,

Clara Myers Knowlton,

Edith DeBlois Laskey,

Mary Bell Lewis,

Mable Converse Mead,

Julia Post Mitchell,

Agnes Patton,

Gertrude Roberts,

Anne Louise Sanborn,

Marie Stuart,
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Laura Woolsey Lord,

President for First Semester,

Officers
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President for Second Semester.

Senior Members

Nina Louise Almirall,

Mary Franklin Barrett,

Julia Bolster,
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Annie Holbrook Duncan,

Ellen Tucker Emerson,

Ethel Wallace Hawkins,

Florence Hinkley,

Eleanor Benedict Hotchkiss,

Laura Woolsey Lord,

Methyl Gertrude Oakes,

Marguerite Cutler Page,

Katherine Bosworth Rising,

Persis Eastman Rowell,

Marion Louise Sharp,

Martha Elizabeth Sherman,

Janet Somerville Sheldon,

Grace Viele,

Ona Lorene Winants,

Helen Witmer.





Amy Ferris,

President for First Semester.

Mary Franklin Barrett,

President for Second Semester.

Mary Franklin Barrett,

Miriam Birdseye,

Julia Bolster,

Mary Hunt Brimson,

Mildred Winslow Dewey,

Elizabeth Anderson Dike,

Ellen Tucker Emerson,

Ruth Fayerweather,

Edna Hague Fawcett,

Amy Ferris,

Mary Balbernie Fisher,

Edna Lois Foley,

Harriet Louise Harris,

Florence Hinkley,

Shirley May Hunt,

Delia Dickson Leavens,

Mary Bell Lewis,

Elizabeth Lore McGrew,

Bertha June Richardson,

Susan Russell Seaver,

Helen Shoemaker,

Alice Taggart,

Anna Speck Thomson,

Ona Lorene Winants,

Helen Witmer.
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Mildred Elm Ford, President, Helen Witmer, Vice-President,

Edith DeBlois Laskey, Treasurer, Francis Stettauer, Secretary.

Senfoc Members

Alice Lizzie Batchelder,

Miriam Birdseye,

Sara Elizabeth Blodgett,

Julia Bolster,

Edith Burbank,

Constance Charnley,

Charlotte Burgis DeForest,

Sarah Lydia DeForest,
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Mildred Elm Ford,

Edith Forepaugh,

Nellie Fosdick,

Ethel Barstow Howard,

Mary Seelye Hunter,

Jessamine Kimball,

Helen West Kitchel,

Grace King Larmonth,

Edith DeBlois Laskey,

Nona Burnett Mills,

Methyl Gertrude Oakes,

Marguerite Cutler Page,

Margaret Edna Peck,

Grace Rarey Peters,

Bertha June Richardson,

Gertrude Roberts,

Jennie Spaulding Shipman,

Helen Parmenter Smith,

Francis Stettauer,

Jean Shaw Wilson,

Helen Witmer.
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Nina Louise Almirall, Vice-President,

Annie Holbrook Duncan, Chairman of Executive Committee.

Senior Members

Nina Louise Almirall,

Frances Crosby Buffington,

Mary Louise Caldwell,

Mary Beach Curtis,

Louise Charlotte Droste,

Annie Holbrook Duncan,

Marjory Gane,

Helen Louise Harsha,

Genevieve King,

Anne Louise Martin,

Methyl Gertrude Oakes,

Margaret Edna Peck,

Helen Witmer.



Florence Laura Byles, Secretary, Grace Rarey Peters, Treasurer.

Senior fl&emberg

Florence Laura Byles,

Lucy Morris Ellsworth,

Mary Seelye Hunter,

Jessamine Kimball,

Helen West Kitchel,

Elizabeth Lore McGrew

Grace Rarey Peters,

Ruth Eleanor Slade,

Anna Speck Thomson,
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Agnes Chamberlain Childs,

Ethel Swan Cobb,

Anne Lamson DuBois,

Marjory Gane,

Mary Seelye Hunter,
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Jessamine Kimball,
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Helen West Kitchel,
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Laura Stiles Thayer,

Louise Wilcox Worthen.
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Vice-President,

Antoinette Putnam-Cramer,
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Senior /l&embets

Nona Burnett Mills,

Antoinette Putnam-Cramer,

Helen Maria Chesnutt,

Eleanor Schurlman Davidson.
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Ethelind Thorpe Childs, Maude Emma Miner,

Executive Officer for First Semester, Executive Officer for Second Semester.

Senior xTBembers

Mary Alice Allen,

Ethel Allison,

Annie Maria Buffum,

Ethelind Thorpe Childs,

Ethel Swan Cobb,

Jane Mercer Kerr,

Nona Burnett Mills,

Maude Emma Miner,

Marguerite Cutler Page,

Grace Rarey Peters,

Jennie Spaulding Shipman,

Enola Ge'nevieve Stephens.



Irene Lathrop Smith,

Secretary and Treasurer.

Jessamine Kimball,

Executive Officer.

Annie May Ashworth,

Alice Lizzie Batchelder,

Alice Margaret Brannon,

Constance Charnley,

Charlotte Burgis DeForest,

Sarah Lydia DeForest,

Ruth Louise Gaines,

Marjory Gane,

Mary Seelye Hunter,

Alice Kimball,

Senior Members

Jessamine Kimball,

Louise Bleeker Kimball,

Helen West Kitchel,

Delia Dickson Leavens,

Elizabeth Lore McGrew.

Mabel Converse Mead,

Emeline Palmer,

Bertha June Richardson,

Irene Lathrop Smith,

Edith Selina Tilden.
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Constance Charnley,
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Maude Emma Miner,
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Edith Selina Tilden,

Elizabeth Sophia Wilson,

Louise Wilcox Worthen.
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Ellen Tucker Emerson,

Mary Balbernie Fisher,

Ethel Wallace Hawkins,

Eleanor Benedict Hotchkiss,

Anne Louise Sanborn,

Janet Somerville Sheldon,

Ethel Prescott Stetson,

Marie Stuart,

Anna Speck Thomson.
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Essie O'Comstock,
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Ethel Wallace Hawkins, Editor-in-Chief.

Charlotte Burgis DeForest, Literary Editor.
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Quarter Centenary Celebration

October Secono anD Gbiro, 1900.

TUESDAY

10.30 A. M.

Welcome by the President of the Students' Council, Laura Woolsey Lord.

Address, Charlotte Burgis DeForest, 1901.

Music by college Glee, Banjo and Mandolin Clubs.

Story, Ellen Gray Barbour, igoj.

Read by Blanche Lauriat, 1903.

Poem Helen Isabel Walbridge, igo2.

Read by Beatrice Manning, 1902.

Music,

To Smith College, Susan Titsworth, 1H97 .

Greeting of the Undergraduates, Laura Wooisey Lord.

Music,

Fair Smith, Regina Katherine Crandall, 18QO.

4.00 p. m.

Processional.

Greeting by Mrs. Lucia Clapp Noyes, President of the Alumnas Associa-

tion of Smith College.

Responses.

For Literature, Anna Hempstead Branch, 1897.

For Philanthropy, Vida Dutton Scudder, 1884.

For Scholarship, Mary Whiton Calkins, 1885.

For The Home and Family, Mrs. Kate Morris Cone, 1879.

For Practical Life, Mrs. Elizabeth Lawrence Clarke, 1889.

8.00 p. if.

Reception in Alumnae Gymnasium.



Ibouee Dramatics

The Hunchback,

A Scrap of Paper,

The Wheel of Love,

Fanchon the Cricket,

'97*'98

Tertium Quid,

Olla Podrida,

Dickinson House,

Sarm Ganok,

December 15.

March 2.

March 23.

June 1.

A Russian Honeymoon,

The Belle's Stratagem,

Esmeralda,

'98*'99

Wallace House,

Lawrence House,

Morris House,

November 1G.

February 18.

March 22.

For Half a Million,

A Hundred to Order,

Lovers of Romance,

The Critic,

Ralph Roister Doister,

'99*1900

Washburn and Wesley Houses, November 22.

Dickinson House,

Sarm Ganok

Tertium Quid,

December 6.

March 14.

April 25.

To Serve for Meat and Fee,

La Bataille de Dames,

White Aprons,

Engaged,

1900*1901

Tyler House,

Morris House,

Lawrence House,

Wallace House,

December 5.

February 20.

March 20.

May 1.







Sbafceepeare's plain people.

FURNESS PRIZE ESSAY.

/^B^HERE are certain aspects of Shakespeare's poetry in which the nineteenth

m 1 century is specially interested. They are those which in every department

^^^^ of philosophy are at present engaging the attention of thinking people:

the practical problems of life. Therefore we have volumes written dis-

cussing Shakespeare's views on religion, his political theories, and his philosophy of

life for the individual. Another test of Shakespeare's usefulness as a guide in modern

practical problems ought surely to be his teachings on questions of sociology as

represented in the only aspect of it that can be seen in his works,— his attitude to-

wards the plain people. An inquiry into such a question has many difficulties, the

chief of which is that the poet's opinion on this subject must be gathered wholly

from an inductive study of the characters themselves, without aid from explicit or

abstract statements. But there is a compensation in the certainty of the result when

it is found, for the fact that the great majority of Shakespeare's plain people are char-

acters entirely original with him is a proof that the attitude displayed towards them

as a whole is a genuine expression of the poet's own opinion.

In looking at the lists of characters of the plays, one is at the first struck with the

comparatively small number of those that can properly be called "plain people," and

a further study makes it evident that even of these only a part can be taken as repre-

senting the poet's serious opinions. For Shakespeare's delineations of plain people

fall naturally into two classes : the seriously drawn portraits, and the caricatures.

Although in general the latter are not so valuable for study as the former, yet in

many cases they furnish indirect or negative evidence that is not found in the serious

representations, and which adds much to the sum total of our understanding of

Shakespeare's conception of plain people. Besides these typical plain people, shown

either in caricature or in their actual proportions, there are many characters in the

plays that seem on the border-land of both the middle and the higher or the middle

and the lower classes of society. This confusion is due to Shakespeare's tendency

to disregard outward circumstances and position in order to lay more emphasis on

the development of the mind, and in some cases he has carried this so far that the

result is a partial contradiction. Some of his most original characters are conceived

in this manner, of which Falstaff is a good example. How can this notorious drunk-

ard be of the same social class with Shakespeare's refined gentlemen ?— and, on the

other hand, how can the unrivaled humorist and chosen companion of Prince Henry
belong to the lowest class, with whom he is seen in fellowship ? There are many



characters such as this, some of whom may seem by outward circumstances to belong

with Shakespeare's plain people, but who have inner qualities so widely different that

an immeasurable distance severs them from the real plain people. It is therefore

better to exclude these entirely from our study, and to consider only those whom
Shakespeare himself unmistakably regarded as of this type.

The only plays of Shakespeare in which the principal actors are plain people,

—

The Merry Wives of Windsor and The Comedy of Errors,— contain, as we should

expect, the most typical and the most complete portraits of this class. The charac-

ters in these plays are also, for the most part, seriously drawn, and it is these rather

than the caricatures that give the most complete portraits. The value of the carica-

tures in this study is in supplementing the general impression by adding minor traits,

and in making clear certain characteristics by means of the over-emphasis and exag-

geration in which the caricature consists.

In The Merry Wives of Windsor, the atmosphere is unmistakable. We are trans-

ported to an English country town, and much of the action takes place out of doors.

Against this background of simple rural life the characters of the play stand out

distinctly, themselves the representatives of English rustic simplicity. This play

gives us the best picture of family life that Shakespeare has drawn, and this fact,

necessitating as it does that each member of the family should be shown in many
different relations, gives to these country people a certain quality of reality and con-

creteness that is not found even in Shakespeare's greatest characters. Here are

treated the relations of husband and wife, of parents and children, and of friends

and neighbors, besides the more slightly sketched love story of Anne Page and

Fenton. It is noticeable that the boy William Page, incompletely as he is drawn, is

Shakespeare's only portrait of a child of the middle class.

Although, contrary to the usual rule, in this play fully as much emphasis is laid

on the action as on the characterization, yet some of the principal actors are drawn

with much skill and distinctness. The "merry wives," Mrs. Page and Mrs. Ford,

are perhaps the least differentiated. They are alike in their sturdy common sense,

their ingenuity, their high moral principles, and their appreciation of the humorous

side of life. Mrs. Page is shown in more relations than Mrs. Ford, for she is con-

cerned for the welfare of her daughter and her little son. In the scene in which

young William appears, we see the ambition of the plain woman to give her son a

better education than she herself enjoyed, and her complacent pride in his rather

doubtful progress. In her relation to her daughter she is shown in a less favorable

light, for, although she is not so blind to Anne's welfare as is Mr. Page, who considers

nothing but money, she shows her lack of insight and sympathy by attempting to

force the marriage with Dr. Caius. Mr. Page and Mr. Ford are more carefully

depicted than their wives. The hospitable, easy-going, and jovial Page is contrasted

with the suspicious Ford, who alone in this merry company has a morbid moral sense.

This characteristic is emphasized by his corresponding lack of humor, which is so



important an element in most of the other characters. The difference between the

two men in this respect is well brought out in the scene where Ford shows his utter

inability to see the proportions of things by making an elaborate and high-flown

apology to his wife. The impatient interruption of Page is characteristic :

" 'Tis well, 'tis well ; no more :

Be not as extreme in submission

As in offence."

In the host of the Garter Inn there is another contrast to Ford, for the most noticeable

trait in this jovial fun-maker is a keen appreciation of the ludicrous. His sense of

humor is more complex and refined than that of most of the other characters, for he

sees material for laughter . not only in the palpably comic situations from which the

merriment of the "wives of Windsor" is drawn, but also in the more subtle comedy

that is inherent in the characters of some of his companions. He takes delight in

inveigling the fiery Dr. Caius and the dignified parson Evans into a situation in which

the peculiarities of each will be shown to the best advantage for the edification of

himself and his friends.

In "sweet Anne Page" we have decidedly the highest type of character in the

play. The only ideal element in the action centers around her, and it is largely this

love idyl, inconspicuous though it is, that redeems the play from its otherwise too

strongly emphasized farcical character. That Shakespeare drew this figure, in whom
the more ideal traits are prominent, with deliberate intent is shown by the care and

skill which he lavished on the characterization, as if to counterbalance the inconspicu-

ousness of her part in the action of the play. In the first place, she is in strong

contrast to almost all the other characters except Fenton. A description of her is

put into the mouth of another character, a device little used in this play : "She has

brown hair, and speaks small like a woman." She is also shown in many different

relations, each of which brings out a new side of her nature. Towards the foolish

Slender she is dignified, but courteous, as becomes the hostess; in her relations with

her parents, although she uses some deception, she appears entirely excusable under

the circumstances. She is endowed with a quick insight into character, and she has

a sense of humor that is far more delicate and refined than that of her companions.

The difference is seen when we compare the rude appreciation of somewhat grossly

comic situations shown by Mrs. Page and Mrs. Ford with the humorous philosophy

of Anne, when she says, speaking of her father's preference for Slender:

" O, what a world of vile, ill-favored faults

Looks handsome in three hundred pounds a year !

"

But it is in her relations with Fenton that the highest side of her nature is emphazised.

In her choice of the refined gentleman in preference to the more common people by
whom she is surrounded, there is an indication of the sympathies and the tendency

of her mind. Unlike her father and mother, she is influenced by no worldly consid-



erations, and her unhesitating choice of the poorer man is a proof of the simplicity

and truth of her nature. Her lover's defence of their deception well expresses her

own attitude towards the most sacred things of life:

" The offence is holy that she hath committed

:

And this deceit loses the name of craft,

Of disobedience, or unduteous title;

Since therein she doth evitate and shun

A thousand irreligious cursed hours

Which forced marriage would have brought upon her."

These are the seriously depicted characters in the Merry Wives of Winsdor,

and they are the most complete expressions that we have in any one play of Shakes-

peare's conception of plain people. The sketches elsewhere drawn, with the ex-

ception of the characters in The Comedy of Errors, do not pretend to be complete

portraits, although they are very valuable as giving additional traits, for of course the

persons in any one play cannot be complete representatives of a class. The funda-

mental conception, then, of plain people in Shakespeare's works, though not a com-

plete one, is to be found in these country people of Windsor. The characteristics

that stands out most clearly from a study of these characters is the high morality that

belongs to all of them. In Ford this is accompanied by a morbid over-anxiety, but

in the others it is perfectly natural, and this spontaneity proves it to be deep-rooted.

But in these men and women, with the sole exception of Anne Page, there is no in-

dication of a development of the moral into the religious sense ; the higher feelings

in them seem to have been crushed out by the common round of daily duties and

pleasures. With Anne Page it is different. Her attitude toward life in general is in-

dicated by her action in regard to her marriage, and, although the religious sense in

her is not explicitly brought out, it is at least suggested from what is shown of her

character. In the midnight masque in Windsor forest, Mrs. Page and Mrs. Ford saw

only a comic situation, but we are sure that Anne felt also the beauty of the quiet

woods.

A trait common to all these characters (here again Ford is the only exception) is

the sense of humor that never deserts them. In most of them it does not rise above

a good-natured jocularity ; in Anne Page alone it appears in a more refined form.

Not one of thesa men and women is a real humorist. The general character of the

members of this country community precludes the possibility of any strong element

of passion in their natures, the only suggestion of it being the love of Anne Page.

Ford's jealousy is a mere caricature of the passion which Shakespeare has treated so

grandly in Othello and The Winter's Tale. In accordance also with the prevading

traits of these people, the poet has delineated no change or development of character.

At the end of the play all the actors are at exactly the same point of development as

before the events there shown took place. The reconciliation of Ford to his wife

might be cited as an exception ; but after all this is only one of the comic incidents



of the play, and it is impossible that any real revolution of character should be brought

about by farcical means. This, then, is there presentation of plain people given in

this play ; in general, they are typical country people, not over-refined, but unimpeach-

able in the integrity of their morals; possessing a sense of the ludicrous, but lacking

the appreciation of the beautiful and sublime that almost invariably accompanies the

subtle and refined humor of Shakespeare's higher characters ; living their lives in

almost unbroken tranquillity, but, on the other hand, incapable of rising to any sublime

height of passion. Anne Page is a partial exception to these statements in almost

every respect. It is as if the poet were not satisfied to leave the characters in this

play on record as his ultimate conception of plain people, and therefore introduced

in her a character containing more of the ideal element. Yet she is so different from

her companions as to be out of place, for it seems perfectly natural that she should

bid her father's guests welcome to the " pippins and cheese," and take part in the

practical joke directed against the fat knight. There is a long distance between

Anne Page and Beatrice.

The Comedy of Errors is the play that gives the most complete portrait of plain

people next to that in The Merry Wives of Windsor. However, it has not nearly the

value of the latter, because, being one of Shakespeare's earliest plays, its character-

ization is imperfect, and interest in the actors is overshadowed by interest in the

plot. Had the picture here been as well drawn and as complete as that in The

Merry Wives of Windsor, we should have had a companion piece to that, the people

of Windsor representing the plain people of the country, while the merchants and

their families in Ephesus appeared as the type of plain people in the city. But

although some of the characters here are little more than names, several stand out

clearly, and from them we get new traits to add to the portrait of Shakespeare's plain

people.

The difference that is most apparent between this play and The Merry Wives of

Windsor is the fact that here several of the characters have a tragic interest, and, as

Gervinus has pointed out, the whole action is thus given a tragic background which

prevents it from being a mere burlesque. Here, then, are men and women whose

lives are not passed in uneventful tranquillity, and whose higher natures are not

allowed to sleep undisturbed by sorrow. ^Sgeon is one of Shakespeare's most at-

tractive pictures of old men. He is dignified and calm even in sorrow and in the

face of death, but his most prominent trait is a noble and unselfish domestic love. His

character is very slightly sketched, but Shakespeare's estimate of him may be gathered

from the fact that he places him in a position exciting our deepest sympathy. ^Emilia,

the wife of .Egeon, belongs in the portrait gallery of the nuns and the friars. She has

the common qualities of that class,—prudence and superior tact and wisdom in judg-

ing. The other women of the play, Adriana and Luciana, are not so carefully drawn,

though their characters are more differentiated than those of their husbands. Except

that they conspicuously lack any sense of humor, they resemble the women of the



Windsor play; but they are not shown in so many relations as the latter. The
picture of family life is here less complete for this very reason; for instance, there is

no hint of relations between parents and children in the home. On the other hand,

the relation between mistress and servants is developed at length.

It is clear that in The Comedy ofErrors a very different type of plain people is shown

from that in The Merry Wives oj Windsor. The very atmosphere in which they

move is more conventional, and the characters lack the freshness and charm of those

in the rural surroundings. The sense of humor, which is so prominently shown in

the country people, is absolutely lacking in these, with the possible exception of

^Emilia. Indeed, master and mistress are strongly contrasted with the servants by

reason of the fact that the latter do have a sense of humor to a considerable degree.

The moral tone of this play, as of the other, is high, but here it is not so spontaneous

and healthy, at least in the part devoted to the farcical action. In considering the

other qualities shown by the people in The Comedy of Errors, we must distinguish

between the characters belonging to the different parts of the action. yEgeon and

yEmilia, whose story forms the tragic background, certainly have a religous sense,

though in both it is implied rather than developed. In both, also, there is true

passion, although it is much more developed in yEgeon than in /Emilia. The charac-

ters of the main action, on the other hand, lack both the religious sense and the

capability of passion, for, although Adriana's jealousy is treated in a serious manner

in contrast to that of Ford in The Merry Wives of Windsor, yet it never rises to the

dignity of passion. In like manner, the love of Antipholus of Syracuse for Luciana

can be disposed of as contributing mostly to the action of the play. This courtship

entirely lacks the ideal element that marks the love of Anne Page and Fenton. Con-

sidering the actors in the main part of The Comedy of Errors, there is little to add to

the conception of plain people already gained from The Merry Wives of Windsor.

Those in the background, however, are of quite a different type ;
they add the quali-

ties of dignity and elevation of character in humble circumstances, and of capacity

for genuine passion and religious feeling.

The contribution to our subject of the remaining individual characters among

Shakespeare's seriously delineated plain people must necessarily be small. Instead

of the atmosphere of middle-class society we have for the most part that of the court

or the rich gentleman's house, and the part played by the persons we are considering,

instead of being the most prominent, is often the most insignificant. From this fact

it follows that these characters can not be drawn with any completeness, and some-

times only the merest sketch is given. It follows, also, from the fact that they are

introduced not for their own sake, but for the sake of the action or the theme of the

play as a whole, that the portraits will not only be fragmentary, but will sometimes be

distorted by the attempt to adapt them to only one function in the drama. We have

to beware, therefore, of drawing too positive conclusions from characters that appear

thus in only one aspect, although, of course, this is not true in so great a degree as in

studying the caricatures, which are purposely distorted.



Most of the remaining plain people that are seriously drawn fall naturally into

three classes : the typical country peasants, the friars and the nuns, and those desig-

nated as " citizens." Besides these there are a few characters, which, since they are

of the same social class as those we have been studying, it will be well to consider

first. These are: the Widow and Diana in All's Well that Ends Well; Antonio in

Twelfth Night ; and the old men in Macbeth and King Lear, respectively. Each of

these, though all are incompletely drawn, adds some new element to our conception

of the plain people of this class. In the widow and her daughter we have perhaps

the most highly developed moral sense in any of the plain people. In Antonio the

faithful friend is emphasized, and it is noticeable that this is the only one of Shakes-

peare's plain people that represents preeminently the virtue of friendship. On the

part of Antonio certainly this attachment is worthy to be compared with the poet's

more celebrated pictures of friendship, as, for instance, that between Rosalind and

Celia, or between the Venetian gentleman, Antonio and Bassanio. This sea-faring

man has perhaps more capacity for passion than any other of Shakespeare's plain

people except yEgeon. The character is very sympathetically drawn. The old men
in Macbeth and King Lear each appear in only a single scene, and are introduced for

a dramatic purpose not connected with the development of their own characters, yet

they are so sympathetically delineated that they doubtless represent Shakespeare's

true conception. The old man in Macbeth appears only in a scene inserted to give

information, yet his love of reminiscence, his reflectiveness, and his religious sense

are well brought out. In King Lear, the purpose of the introduction of the old man
is to illustrate the thought of the play by contrast, and therefore the only character-

istics emphasized are his gratitude and gentleness.

In considering the country peasants, we pass from the middle grade of society

into a class unique and separated from the others,— neither middle nor lower. It is

the class containing people that are emphatically "children of Nature," in whom
neither the rules of conventional society nor the effects of education have had oppor-

tunity to work. It contains almost all of Shakespeare's natural clowns, as disting-

uished from his refined and witty fools. It is noticeable that almost all the men
belonging here maybe called clowns, while the women, with the exception of Audrey,

are not remarkable for their stupidity, but quite the opposite. Perhaps the repre-

sentatives of these country peasants thatare most true to life are Audrey and William

in As You Like Lt. What the character of Audrey loses in stupidity it gains from

her ingenuousness and strong moral sense. The emphasis on the natural morality

of this simple, almost stupid, character is significant as expressing, once for all,

Shakespeare's belief in the fundamental and inevitable character of moral law.

Audrey's sisters are very meagerly drawn, and little emphasis is laid on their moral

sense, though it is by no means contradicted. They are represented as pretty

country girls, whereas Audrey is entirely without beauty. Jaquenetta in Love's

Labour Lost has a quick wit and ready insight into character
; Mopsa and Dorcas



in The Winter's Tale are coquettish shepherdesses, whose chief charm lies in the

scenic effect produced when the play is acted.

Of the clowns, William is probably the most true to life, but he is the least differ-

entiated of all. His chief characteristics seem to be stupidity and humility. Costard

is a far more complex character, though he is probably less faithfully drawn from life;

for, like most of the actors in this play, he bears a very direct relation to the theme,

and the conception of his character must be modified in accordance with that. He
is like William in his natural stupidity, but he has other traits that seem to connect

him with several distinct types of Shakespeare's characters. For instance, his self-

consciousness and ludicrous misuse of words seem to suggest the constable family,

although neither of these characteristics is^so fully developed as we find it in the best

representatives of that class. Again, his affectation of wit and pihlosophy seems

like an imitation of the court fools. The great difference, of course, is that Costard's

wit always breaks down, as, for example, in conversation with the genuinely witty

Moth:
" Costard. Well, if ever I do see the merry days of desolation that I have seen,

some shall see

—

" Moth. What shall some see ?

" Costard. Nay, nothing, Master Moth, but what they look upon."

The old shepherd and his son in The Winter's Tale are the most attractive of

Shakespeare's natural clowns. Both have the simplicity and ingenuousness that is

the chief charm of Audrey and William, but the many-sidedness of their characters

make them far more interesting than the monotonously stupid peasants of the Forest

of Arden. For instance, the shepherd's son, although too credulous to take care of

his money, by no means gives the impression of stupidity, for he is endowed

with a vivid imagination which is his most prominent trait. This is shown in his de-

scription of the wreck and it explains his seeming cowardice in the interview where

Autolycus tells him of the tortures awaiting him. Another characteristic is his warm-

hearted generosity and pity, which, though not joined to good judgment, is very

attractive. The old man is distinguished by his moral sense and by his quaint

seriousness, which, though it appears comic to us, was very real to him. Both of

these traits are well shown in the scene after the transformation of the two rustics,

and the language is characteristic of the man. The clownish son is speaking to the

rogue Autolycus :

" Clown. Give me my hand : I will swear to the prince thou art as honest a true

fellow as any is in Bohemia.

" Shepherd. You may say it, but not swear it.

" Clown. Not swear it, now I am a gentleman ? Let Boors and franklins say it,

I'll swear it.

" Shepherd. How if it be false, son ?"

Comparing these country peasants with the plain people of the middle class

already considered, we find several likenesses and many points of difference. In



general the same moral element is emphasized, but here it is never joined to a sense

of humor. Indeed, the lack of this sense of humor, which includes the faculty of see-

ing "oursels as others see us," makes some of these peasants, notably Costard,

verge on the class of comic characters. Another marked difference is in the intellec-

tual plane of the two classes. Clearly these country people are in power of mind

and even in common sense far below those in The Merry Wives of Windsor. The lack

of capacity for passion and all higher feelings is very strongly marked in these charac-

ters, and it is this lack more than anything else that tends to give a certain comic

character to the whole class. In some cases, however, notably in the shepherd and

his son in The Winter's Tale, this is counteracted by the sympathetic manner in

which the characters are drawn.

The friars and the nuns add little to our previous conception of Shakespeare's

plain people, except those traits already shown in Emilia,— prudence, superior wis-

dom, and general elevation of character. But when we turn to the class rather indefi-

nitely referred to in the dramatis persona as "citizens," we find an entirely new set of

characteristics emphasized. The citizens appear with any importance in only four

plays : Julius Ccesar, Corio/anus, King Richard the Third, and KingJohn; but between

those shown in these plays there are great differences. In Julius Casar, the people

are represented almost entirely as a body, and very little as individuals. The mob
is characterized by absolute fickleness, unreasonableness, and stupidity. In the one

scene where the citizens are treated as individuals, the first scene of the play, they

appear in a slightly better light, for one, at least, is gifted with a quick wit unusual

among all Shakespeare's plain people. In Coriolanus the same rule holds. Where
the people are considered as a mob they are shown as easily influenced and untrust-

worthy ; but, treated as individuals, they show real worth. Several of the leaders

especially, exhibit impartiality in judging and a tolerance that is contrasted with the

unreasonableness of Coriolanus. Several of them also have considerable argument-

ative ability. In King Richard the Third and King John, the citizens are shown

entirely as individuals, and it is here that they appear in their best aspect. In both

plays they are thoughtful and capable of weighing the affairs of the nation. In the

scene in King Richard the Third especially they show a strong religious sense, and it

is noteworthy that the passage often quoted as Shakespeare's own opinion :
" Woe to

that land that's governed by a child !
" is put into the mouth of one of their number.

Shakespeare's attitude towards the " citizens" is well summed up by Edward Dowden :

" That he (Shakespeare) recognized the manly worth and vigor of the English character

is evident. It can not be denied, however, that when the people are seen in masses in

Shakespeare's plays, they are nearly always shown as factious, fickle, and irrational."

The chief difficulty in dealing with the plain people as represented in caricature

is in determining to what extent their characters are distorted by the exaggeration.

For some caricatures, although of course certain traits are unduly exaggerated, are

shown in so many aspects that they have a reality and therefore a value exceeding



that of some seriously drawn characters. Generally, the value for our study of a

caricature is in direct proportion to the remoteness of its relation to the theme of the

play. For instance, Holofernes and Nathaniel in Love's Labour Lost afford very little

material, because their connection with the theme is so close that they are little more

than embodiments of one exaggerated trait,— here, the affectation of learning. On
the other hand, the value of Bottom and his companions in A Midsummer Night's

Dream and of Sir Hugh Evans in The Merry Wives of Windsor is great, because

their relation to the theme is of such a nature that no one characteristic is required

to be emphasized to the exclusion of all the others, and therefore we have a much
fairer representation.

Among the most sympathetically drawn of all Shakespeare's plain people, cer-

tainly the most sympathetically of the caricatures, are the " rude mechanicals " in

A Midsummer Night's Dream. Two qualities are especially emphasized in them

(although they have many more) ; namely, their lack of imagination and the element

of pathos mingled with the comedy of their characters. The first adds a very real

touch to our conception of a certain class of Shakespeare's plain people, but the

second is invaluable as showing the poet's own attitude towards these homely, hard-

working men. This attitude is well expressed in the words used by Theseus when
speaking of the humble theatrical efforts of these men :

" I will hear that play;

For never anything can be amiss

When simpleness and duty tender it."

The character of Hugh Evans also is drawn with much insight and gives a valuable

hint of Shakespeare's idea of the dignity and worth of plain men. In fact, although

this character, on account of the exaggeration of the misuse of English, is techni-

cally a caricature, yet the final impression is that of a serious portraiture. There

remain two classes of caricatures: the justice type, represented by Shallow in the

second part of King Henry the Fourth, and the constable fraternity, whose greatest

representative is Dogberry. The former has little value for our study, for most of

these characters are so uniformly contemptible that they hardly seem real, and they

are caricatures more of a single trait found in all classes of society than of plain

people as such. Likewise the class of constables, of which Dogberry is the head

and Dull the feeble forerunner, while Elbow is the still fainter echo, has little value

for us; for although these beings are among the most perfect comic characters, the

exaggeration is carried so far that they can not give us any hints as to Shakespeare's

serious conceptions of plain people.

Such are some of the most typical of the different classes of Shakespeare's plain

people. What, in general, is his attitude towards them? In the first place, it is too

complex to be reduced to a single formula, for the catholicity of his opinions is equal

to the wideness of his observation. Here, as in every class of Shakespeare's char-

acters, what surprises us most is the great variety of the types he has drawn, each



true to life, yet each different from the others. But in this diversity we may distin-

guish some constant elements. Almost without exception these homely characters,

oftentimes in spite of many drawbacks, command our respect for their high moral

standards. The majority of them also are drawn with such a sympathetic touch that

they excite feelings of at least partial kinship in every reader. Many of them have

a healthy sense of humor and a homely mother-wit that recommend them to our

interest. Some of them, like Anne Page and /Emilia, rise considerably above the

common level in refinement and depth of feeling, and some, like Antonio the sea-

captain and y£geon, show genuine passion. But after all there is much to be said

on the other side. The most stubborn of facts remains that, although these charac-

ters may be the object of special study, yet for the majority of readers Shakespeare's

plain people, as such, have little interest. When we close the tragedy of Hamlet and

turn to The Merry Wives of Windsor we feel at once a lowering of tone that is

oppressive. The absorbing interest in a grandly conceived character must be

exchanged for a contemplation of the petty doings of the country people. Their

morality, when placed beside the sense of the mysterious and sublime that distin-

guishes many of Shakespeare's pobler characters, seems bare indeed ; their rude

sense of the ludicrous, when compared with the humor of Beatrice or Rosalind, is

mere buffoonery. And where shall we find among them a man of Hamlet's intellect

or one having the will power of Prince Henry ? Again, though we admit that the

poet has indeed drawn many of these homely characters with much sympathy, yet

we shall nowhere find one of them portrayed with the infinite pathos with which he

has surrounded his King Lear. But the most striking deficiency of these characters

as compared with the grander conceptions of the poet's mind, is the entire absence

of any growth or change in character. Not one of these people would be capable of

the development of mind and soul that we see portrayed in Macbeth, Hamlet, and

Othello. This difference is fundamental, and therefore the fact that Shakespeare

has nowhere represented his homely characters as rising to a tragic height of passion

is very significant.

The bare, unvarnished fact concerning Shakespeare's attitude towards the plain

people of society is not welcome to modern ears, and therefore the tendency to

explain it away by urging that, had Shakespeare lived in our time, he would have

given us a different picture is very natural. But, although it doubtless contains a

partial truth, such an explanation has a fundamental deficiency. If Shakespeare be

taken as a supreme guide to the understanding of human character, can we take

exception to his teaching in this one respect ? The conception of his other charac-

ters is acknowledged to be universally true; is it then likely that in these, whom he

knew best, he should have been so far from reaching the universal ideal? The more
natural explanation is better : that Shakespeare, in his insight into the character of

these homely people, has not fallen below the wonderful power of observation and

thought shown in his portrayal of other characters. And upon closer inspection it



will be found that this assertion can even be supported by the facts which at first

seemed to militate against it. For, when once we get into sympathy with the poet

and look at these characters with his broad and impartial view, the absolute and

universal truth of the portrait becomes at once apparent. After all has been said,

must we not concede that with the plain people, as always, the truth of Shakespeare's

representation transcends the prejudice that would conform all men of one class to

one type ? For is it not true, in our time as in his, that differences in refinement and

education must form a dividing line between the classes of society, and that, other

things being equal, the man of culture is supe". or, not only in knowledge, but in fine-

ness and power of feeling, to the man of limited opportunities? In the delineation

of his rural clowns Shakespeare has expressly combated the idea that the natural

man is the perfect man. But if further proof of the truth and impartiality of the

poet's view is wanting, it is surely found in the fact that he did raise some of his plain

people to a level far above that of their companions. These are prophetic voices,

though they are only faint suggestions, of Shakespeare's ideal conception of plain

people, his countrymen and ours.

Marion Louise Sharp.
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1901 ©fficers

First Vice-President '99-1900,

Second Vice-President 1900-1901,

Janet Somerville Sheldon.

Representative '97-1901,

Mary Bell Lewis.

Secretary '98-'99,

Harriet Elizabeth Comstock.

Treasurer '98-'99,

Janet Somerville Sheldon.

Chairman of Tennis Committee
'99-1900,

Mary Bell Lewis.

Chairman of Boat Committee

'99-1900,

Mildred Winslow Dewey.
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1901 1902 1903 1904
EVENTS. POINTS.

1. Floor Work, 8 1-2 8 8 8 1-2

2. Marching, 4 3-4 2 S-4 4 1-5 4 3-10

3. Running,

Total,

5 3 5-S 4 5-8 3 7-8

18 1-4 14 3-8 16 3-4 16 17-40

EVENTS. 1901 POINTS 1902 POINTS 1903 POINTS.

4. Ropes for speed, Holmes, 3 Clark, 2

5 a. Crossing 14 ropes, Johnson, 2 Benedict, 3

b. Indian ladder, Hunter, 2 Wagenhals
, 3

6. Ropes for form, Lewis, 2 Clement, 3

7 a. Serpentine ladder, Kitchel,

A. Kimball,
3

2

b. Window ladder (head first), Holmes, 2 Clement, 3

8 a. Balance weight, Holmes, 3 Carter, 2

b. Horizontal window ladder, Childs, 2 Legate, 3

9 a. Vaulting horse, Hunter, 3 Leavens, 2

b. Double booms, Kitchel, 3 Tindall, 2

10 a. Swinging jump, Shoemaker, 3 Holmes, 2

b. Saddle vault, A. Kimball, 3 G. Fuller, 2

11a. High jump, Holmes 2 Carter, 3

b. Basket ball throw, Beecher,
Griffith,

3

2
12 a. Vaulting box, G. Fuller,

Benedict,

3

2

b. Balance beams, Schauffler, 3 Smith, 2
13. Sprint 30 yards, A. Kimball, 2 Carter, 3

Total, 28 14 43
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Cbampionsbip tournaments

1898

Finals:— 1900

Carolyn Wurster,

Caroline King,

Elizabeth Barrett,

Winifred Leeming,

vs. 1901

Janet Sheldon, 8

Eleanor Hotchkiss,

Vera Rowe,

Mabel Mead. 1

9

1899

:— 1900 vs.

Carolyn Wurster, 13

Caroline King, 1

Agnes Slocum, 3

Grace Parker, 2

1902

Katherine Holmes,

Blanche Bissell,

Francis Valentine,

Alice Kidder.

19

Finals:— 1901

Janet Sheldon,

Methyl Oakes,

Louise Droste,

Agnes Childs,

1900

vs. 1904

Grace Buck,

Florence Covel,

Louie Ellingwood,

Helen Peabody.

16



Championships

Singles

Doubles

1893

Beatrice Pickett.

Beatrice Pickett,

Agnes Patton.

1900

1900

Singles

Doubles

1899

Janet Sheldon.

Dorcas Leese,

Beatrice Pickett.

1901

1900

Singles

Doubles

1900

Agnes Patton.

Agnes Patton,

Marion Aldrich.

1901

1901





Ethel Lane, 1901, Leader, Lucy Morris Ellsworth, 1901, Manager.

Florence Emeline Clexton, 1901, Treasurer.

first Sopranos

Genevieve King, 1901, Virginia B. Tolar, 1902,

Ethel Lane, 1901, Dorothy A. Young, 1902,

M. Elizabeth Sherman. 1901, Ethel H. Birch, 1902,

Winifred E. Santee, 1902, Roma B. Carpenter, 1902,

Jennie F. McCarroll, 1902.

Secono Sopranos

Mary B. Curtis, 1901, Emma L. Woodbury, 1902,

Selma E. Altheirner, 1902? Florence P. Dunton, 1903,

Pauline A. Long, 1902, Pearl S. Sanborn, 1903.

Alice M. Butterfield, 1903.

ffirst Bltos

Florence E. Clexton, 1902,

Edith T. Johnson, 1902,

Alice T. Lyman, 1903,

Secono Bltos

Leal M. Fales, 1901, Gertrude O. Tubby, 1902,

Gertrude L. Champion, 1902, Mary F. Sherman, 1903,

Clara L. Ernst, 1902. Ruth H. Stevens, 1903.

Louise C. Droste, 1901,

Lucy M. Ellsworth, 1901,

Florence J. Smyth, 1901,





Ethel Lane, 1901, Leader, Lucy Morris Ellsworth, 1901, Manager,

Florence Emeline Clexton, 1901, Treasurer.

Jfitst Sopranos

Genevieve King, 1901, Virginia B. Tolar, 1902,

Ethel Lane, 1901, Dorothy A. Young, 1902,

M. Elizabeth Sherman, 1901, Ethel H. Birch, 1902,

Winifred E. Santee, 1902, Roma B. Carpenter, 1902,

Jennie F. McCarroll, 1902.

Secono Sopranos

Mary B. Curtis, 1901, Emma L. Woodbury, 1902,

Selma E. Altheimtr, 1902, Florence P. Dunton, 1903,

Pauline A. LoDg, 1902, Pearl S. Sanborn, 1903.

Alice M. Butterfield, 1903.

fftret mtos
Florence E. Clexton, 1902,

Edith T. Johnson, 1902,

Alice T. Lyman, 1903,

Secono altos
Gertrude O. Tubby, 1902,

Mary F. Sherman, 1903,

Ruth H. Stevens, 1903.

Louise C. Droste, 1901,

Lucv M. Ellsworth, 1901,

Florence J. Smyth, 1901,

Leal M. Fales, 1901,

Gertrude L. Champion, 1902,

Clara L. Ernst, 1902,







Banjo Club

Lena Lewis Swasey, 1901, Leader,

Pauline Marie Garey, 1901, Manager.

JBanjeaurtnes

Amy Ferris, 1901,

Amy S. Pope, 1901,

Lena L. Swasey, 1901,

Sybil L. Cox, 1902,

Virginia Eartle, 1903,

Hattie S. Clark, 1903

SeconD JBanjos

Mary B. Coggeshall, 1901,

Edith W. Vanderbilt, 1902,

Louise B. West, 1902.

dfcanooltns

Margaret V. Lusch, 1902,

Caroline E. Mann, 1902,

Maida Pierce, 1902.

<5uftars

Ethel H. Bradley, 1901,

Pauline M. Garey, 1901,

Rebecca R. Mack, 1901,

Helen P. Manning, 1902.



flDanfcoltn Club

Mary Louise Caldwell, 1901, Leader.

Susan Watkins, 1902, Manager.

jftrst Hnanfcoltns

Nina Almirall, 1901,

Bertha Benedict, 1901,

Louise Caldwell, 1901,

Helen L. Harsha, 1901,

Mary H. Sayles, 1901,

Helen Shoemaker, 1901,

Carolyn H. Childs, 1902,

Virginia E. Moore, 1902.

Second ARanfcolins

Mary F. Barrett, 1901,

Matilda L. Heidrick, 1901,

Hannah G. Johnson, 1901,

Ethel H. Freeman, 1902,

Susan Watkins, 1902.

Guitars

Ethel Barnes, 1902,

Adelaide L. Burke, 1902,

Ethel F. Fernald, 1902,

Elsie Hayes, 1902,

Constance S. Patton, 1902,

Jessie Ames, 1902.

Anna C. Holden, 1903.

Wolfns

Grace L. Hurley, 1902,

Margarita Saftord, 1903.

Hutobarp

Emma W. Durkee, 1901.







Mary Beach Curtis,

Lucy Morris Ellsworth,

Leal May Fales,

Gertrude Fiske Hall,

Ethel Lane, Leader.

Gdnevieve King,

Rebecca Robins Mack,

Martha Elizabeth Sherman,

Florence Josephine Smyth,

Sarah Cleonice Stone.



Marjory Gane, Executive Committee.

Senior Members

Eleanor Schureman Davidson,

Ellen Hediean Duggan,

Alberta Louise Eaton,

Clara Myers Knowlton,

Rebecca Robins Mack,

Bertha June Richardson,

Katherine Bosworth Rising,

Clara Elizabeth Schauffler,

Susan Russell Seaver,

Lillian Randolf See,

Mabelle Hannum Shimer,

Jennie Spaulding Shipman,

Florence Josephine Smyth,

Ethel Prescott Stetson,

Helen Florence Stratton,

Amy Ethel Taylor,

Anna Valentine Thome,
Mabel Pauline Van Home,

Gertrude Weil.





Cbe Jfate of tbe Butterfly

I sing of girls and glorious deeds,

Of conquests true and bold
;

The class of Nineteen-one I sing,

I sing the White and Gold.

Grant me, O Muse of epic song,

Grant me a flowing pen,

That hand shall write what heart does

feel,

Grant only this,—amen !

'Twas with the autumn leaves she came,

And through the woods she strolled,

Like them no longer green was she,

But wearing of the Gold.

She came, passed her exams, and stayed,

Made friends where'er she went,

Right modestly lived out the year,

To bide her time content.

Next year a wonderous change took

place

And College blinked its eyes

To see Nought-one in all her pride

A Butterfly arise.

Phi Kappa, Alpha, Biolog.,

Golf, tennis, basket-ball,

The Butterfly now soars aloft,

Triumphant over all.

Next came the Frolic and the Prom.

With men from far and nigh
;

And she did dance, with witching glance,

Our social Butterfly.

Now, too, a protegee she found

In whom she took great stock,

For she did win the grass-green flag,

—

Nought-three, the Jabberwock.

Now, Muse, sustain me while I sing

The deeds of Senior year,

My heart is in my very throat,

My pen-point drops a tear.

With purpose grim, elective gym.

The Butterfly took up,

—

The contest done, the flag she'd won
;

The Jabberwock, the cup.

The Lion and the Unicorn

They gurgle as they say,

" We'll see the last of Nineteen-one

On next Commencement day."

Her triumphs now are at an end,

She bids fair Smith good-day.

She has sipped the sweets of college life

And homeward wings her way.

Ona Lorene Winants.



^^ *yi+/f^i HY SMITH? " said Alice
-

" why not? " said the March Hare.

a Nevertheless it was a pleasant little surprise for Aunt Sophia,

^^U^^'^L when in the fall of '97, three hundred and forty-six girls were reg-

istered for the class of 1901. And when she looked down on num-

bers of this same class consigned to the chapel wall for lack of chairs, she felt a good

deal like "The little old woman who lived in a shoe ; and she had so many children, she

didn't know what to do." As the first graduating class of the new century, it certainly

started out well in the point of numbers. The future was to see its worth in other

directions.

This phrase from a Freshman letter seems peculiarly characteristic of those first

few days. " I am very happy here— when I am not muddled." We were the largest

class the college had seen, or was to see during our stay ; and about as wieldy as a

baby elephant. It was on account of this very size, and the difficulty of dealing with

the individual, that made it the harder for us to fathom the mysteries of the course

card, to learn when and where and before whom to appear on stated occasions, and

to call ourselves, not Freshmen, but the First Class, with true womanly gentility.

Unfortunately the " Pamphlet of Information" did not tell us which was the Old Gym,
or insist that books must be left outside of chapel, and that fancy work was not the

requirement for college lecture.

To offset our numbers we had our age ; awful, solemn, and mature. We were

reminded that the average years of 1901 were greater than the years of the graduating

'98. So if in our innocence we followed the advice of our upper-class friends as to

the uselessness of attending Bible, except on rainy days (with the unforeseen result of

a condition), and if we found in these same friends much to admire and aspire to, yet

we had a certain dignity and independence of our own befitting our mature age.

It was with a sense of this dignity beautiful to see, that in our first and never-to-be-



forgotten class meeting, we passed a motion that our class should call itself and insist

upon bsing called Nineteen One and not Naughty One as the sophomores were inclined

to dub us. (It was much to our surprise, however, that we did not continue to be called

Naughty One.) To us was due that interesting precedent of exhibiting the candidates

for election upon the platform, that there might be no mistakes in the ensuing

procedure. With the same spirit of originality the temporary chairman, who was one

of the nominees for president, said on leaving the chair, " I resign my chair until after

the election." We little thought as we carefully stood guard over door and windows,

and heard ever and anon from below the howls of the Sophomores struggling to pass

our noble and mighty Junior, that ours was the last class meeting to be so desecrated

and so defended.

On the night of the Sophomore reception the gymnasium was glorious in purple

and autumn gold, and " Our Little Ones," as our hostesses were pleased to call us,

came sweet and girlish in their graduating gowns of the year before. The grinds were

most deceptive yellow scrolls, wise looking without, but foolscap within. In spite of

their sallies at our expense, and our foolish smiles when our partners explained the

little hits, we rather flattered ourselves that, with the exception of the brave girl who

telegraphed President Seelye not to meet her at the station, 1901 had conducted

herself with a good deal of savoir faire. They told us we were a fine-looking class

that night, and as is the nature of Freshman, we decided to have our pictures taken.

Who of us can forget that excruciating afternoon, when, notwithstanding the icy

chill of a Northampton fall, we were requested to appear on College Hall steps in thin

shirtwaists? We obeyed the letter of the law, but the instinct of self-preservation

led us to further adorn ourselves with golf capes, which did not enhance the effect.

The camera was poised most recklessly in a market wagon, and just as the picture

was about to be taken, the horse would start. Then the Sophomores were especially

scintillating on this occasion, and we, as a humorous class, were very susceptible to

their witticisms. Finally the poor, long-suffering photographer, after many threats

actually bade us farewell and drove off as far as the gate. Unfortunately we behaved

and the picture was taken. That no Sophomore got into the picture was its only

redeeming feature!

Now we come to that grand and glorious day, when, like the ship in Kipling's story,

1901 " Found herself." Not that we had lacked in any degree that historic spirit which

gave a large attendance on all class meetings, a just touchiness which resented any slur

on the fame of 1901, and a heart-swelling and boundless enthusiasm, when on public

occasions we met as a body; but we had not yet found that perfect harmony and unity

of spirit which has made 1901 a power in the college.

Doesn't Bible examination bring to your minds just about the nicest day in

college ? Do you remember how our kind Professor, in spite of our entreaties to Miss

Knox, left us to our own devices until the eleventh hour ? How one valiant group

started up " Forty-Nine Blue Bottles " which a varied and long extended opposition



of college and sentimental songs could not drown ! How the whole professorial body

were sent up to " Faculty Meeting," and their arrival greeted with the Sinai cheer !

How we partook of a slight repast furnished by some provident members, and

ended with our most finished production, " Sin, repentance, and a remnant saved !"

to a beautiful feet accompaniment. The return of the apologetic Professor was

greeted with vigorous applause. Thus did she show herself brave in adversity, honor-

able in her dealings; thus did 1901 find herself.

The basket-ball game came and went; and we were beaten. The failure of a

coup d'/tat of one in our members who asked Mr. King to lend her a ladder that she

might top the post of the Old Gym by a glorious 1901, was but the beginning of the

end. Having shown ourselves such worthy disciples of '99 so far, I fancy we rather

expected a legacy of '99 " luck ;

" and what with their coaching and their famous

mascot, " Try to get the ball, ball," we had reason to be hopeful. Never did we feel

so proud of 1901 as when we saw our dear old team rush in to meet the Purples ; and

when after a valiant fight we did not win, — why we loved 1901 the more. The class

and inter-class spirit which that defeat gave us, was worth more then the greatest

victory. The fact that our team did not lose another game that year, showed what

stuff we were made of, and as the Sophomores said, " Better luck next year."

" Wait till spring term ! " they had all said. A deprecation of mid-year's, a

dislike of one's room-mate, a groan over English History, were all quieted by this

remark. It seemed to be the soothing-syrup of the Freshmen class. And now it was

here, this spring term with " the apple orchard in the spring," which we had been

taught to appreciate in elocution, the concerts on the back campus, and the long walks

in the woods. Golf had come with its inducements to losing ball and temper, in the

raw new watery course, and even if we lost at tennis, we prided ourselves on the

possession of the college golf champion.

Thus was the beginning and the end of the first year. We did have a good time,

and more than that we conducted ourselves in such a way that the faculty were proud

of us. We had studied. Our maidenly action brought no huge letter heading or

flaring pictures from the yellow journals. They were slightly engrossed with the

Spanish war, it is true: but they did give due attention to that far spreading and

emotional religious revival among the upper classes, by which we as Freshmen, and

many of us off-campus Freshman, were little affected.

But faculty and newspapers aside, there never was such a class as 1901 ! And I'm

sure we will all agree that the years of 1901 are like the thoughts of a certain king in

the fairy tale, each one " beautifuller " than the other.

Eleanor Benedict Hotchkiss.
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MHAT a change between freshman and sophomore year ! In June of

eighteen ninety-eight we were the best of freshmen, but freshmen

still; in September we were old stagers. No early returns to North-

hampton for us, no anxiety about unknown boarding places and

room-mates. We came back leisurely at the last minute on the latest possible train
;

we hailed familiar faces among our traveling companions with genuine and vociferous

enthusiasm; unfamiliar faces we put down at once as those of freshmen, who probably

were feeling disconsolate and lost, and no doubt we bestowed our complacent, care-

less pity upon many seniors. We were old stagers : we were on accustomed ground.

We gave our checks to the baggage men, perfectly unmoved this time by the thought

of the period that might be expected to elapse before we could hope to see our trunks

again; and we hurried up to our respective houses, to rush with shrieks into the arms

of our friends and to take, very casually, a look at the freshmen. The freshmen !

best feature of sophomore year, so far. In the pleasure of having them under us

was forgotten the wonder that we were once freshmen ourselves.

What a difference from freshman year the next day, when we went, old stagers, to

chapel ! Transept seats are not ideal, but with what satisfaction did we take posses-

sion of them ! With what a feeling of sophistication did we saunter down the aisle

when our turn came; with what a sense of outrage did we observe the fact that the

freshmen were not impressed with the obligation of waiting for us to pass out first

!

But this was a mere trifle against the sum of enjoyment. Sophomore year is not



the best of the four, but it brings, particularly at the beginning, certain delicious sen-

sations that are without parallel. The more substantial satisfaction comes later.

Just when it began for us it is hard to say. Not with our first class meeting,

though there was a certain new interest about this, nor with the sophomore reception,

a monotonous affair at best ; not even when we gathered in a body to superintend the

taking of 1902's class picture—occasion when we proved not only our spirit but our

sense of law and order and deference to the august voice of the Council ; certainly

not at 1902's first class meeting, for none of us were there. We may look back upon this

piece of self-restraint with honest pride, but we cannot help deploring the wasted

stratagem of those crafty creatures among our number who indefatigably occupied

freshman seats in chapel and chattered of freshman courses in order to escape identi-

fication with 1901. No, it is not to any particular event or occasion that we can as-

cribe the ripening of that best fruit of sophomore year, growth in class spirit. Class

spirit, they say, is built upon affection and pride; allowing this, has there ever been

or will there ever be a class that has a better right to a generous amount of it than

1901 ? They said at the beginning of the year, as they always say, that we were not

particularly humble sophomores
; by the end of the year—I do not remember whether

they said so or not—we had proved our right to some arrogance. I think that on the

whole we were proudest of our athletic successes, and surely sophomore year is pre-

eminently the time when a class should show its athletic prowess. What there was

to do in this line, we did—in basketball, in golf, in tennis. We were able to say not

only " We have the golf championship and the tennis championship," but equally gram-

matically " We have the golf and tennis champion." And as for the casual way in

which that tennis championship was won—perhaps the moral of it was not so good,

but the glory was infinitely greater. But the basketball game—that, I suppose, is

after all the great recollection of sophomore year. What emotions the thought of

that game evokes, emotions ranging from the most harrowing to the most ecstatic: in

the last moment of waiting, those frantic questionings, sighed into the ears of our near-

est neighbors, as to " what we should do if those freshmen should win "; the anxious

comparing of our singing with that of the freshmen, superstitiously, as if it were an

omen ; 1902 always could make more noise than any other class in college, we agreed

somewhat bitterly ; then the game itself, never to be forgotten while college memories

last ! Frenzy we had known the year before ; but this year we tasted the frenzy that

culminates not in resignation but in ecstacy. How our hearts went out in pride and

gratitude to the team as we watched them ! I have it on the very best authority that

a frantic member of 1901 was heard to gasp, "Those twins are perfect devils!"

Admiration could go no further.

But we were versatile. We were aesthetic as well as athletic ; we always had
a neat hand at decorating. Witness the gym as bedecked for 1900's Junior Prom.
—more artistically, said the unprejudiced, than ever before ; witness the decorations

for our sophomore reception, which the unprejudiced pronounced fit for a Junior

Prom. Certainly we were versatile : we attained to making an impression in sopho-



more elocution, so that a golden future was prophesied for us along histrionic lines.

We were glad to hear it, but June of 1901 was far away, and it was possible for us

then—so little do we foresee !—to think of our senior dramatics without emotion.

We flattered ourselves that our sophomore-senior entertainment, if not what we

had originally designed it to be—does the sophomore-senior ever follow the original

design ?—was a success, and we were glad from motives of vanity and also for the

sake of '99. Dear old '99. Is it merely in conformity to tradition that we loved them ?

that affectionate thoughts of them are bound up with every recollection of our soph-

omore year ?

I have said that we returned to Northampton in September in a very complacent

frame of mind. If when we went home in June that complacency, though we were

less conscious of it, had taken deeper root, was there not a justification for it? Had
we not carried out the promise of our freshman year and been the very best of

sophomores ?

And if all this may perhaps sound boastful—in the first place, that is quite right

and fitting for sophomore year; and in the second place, every word of it is true.

Ethel Wallace Hawkins.



Way of Basket-ball (Same
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MHEN we were sophomores we somehow gathered the idea that our

junior year would be devoted exclusively to social amusements,

accompanied by a pleasant course of elective studies, with recitation

hours more or less optional. Indeed we were led to believe that it

was by reason of this junior frivolity that Smith college had managed to establish

its reputation as the society centre of western Massachusetts—a reputation in which

our faculty has always taken a pardonable pride. As juniors it did not take us long

to learn that we had been basely deceived. Of course a class like nineteen-one would

never have been content to spend the whole of junior year solely in pursuit of pleas-

ure ; we were much too serious minded and intellectual for that, and besides, the

responsibility of the young sophomores and freshmen lay too heavily on our upper-class

soul. But we did expect to be offered the choice of a frivolous or strenuous junior

year ; we should have enjoyed the opportunity to institute a reform by choosing the

sterner alternative.

We began well in the matter of reforms by electing the Kimball twins for class

treasurer at our first class meeting. Perhaps we would not have dared to do it if we

had realized then as we do now how fatal it is to "establish a precedent;" for it

might prove difficult for less fortunate classes to follow this particular precedent.

But with us the scheme worked beautifully, because, when times were hard, we could

always tell Kimball A. that we had paid our class tax to Kimball L. and vice versa.

It was not long, however, before the faculty began to institute reforms. During the

summer vacation the faculty had done a great deal of thoughtful planning for us, and

the series of little surprises which they had arranged began early in the fall and

lasted throughout the entire year. First came the exercise cards. By the time these



were introduced we had spent so much time trying to arrange our course cards by

the group system and hunting through the catalog for a half-hour course in English

13, that we felt the need of exercise and welcomed the suggestion gladly. For as

much as three weeks we kept our records faithfully and neatly. Those were the days

when we scorned to take refuge in the convenient " Gen. Games" column, but reck-

oned up the average number of hours per month even unto the fifth decimal figure,

and actually tried to pass the cards in at stated intervals, vacillating between the

missionary box and the faculty bulletin board as the proper receptacle for our

contributions. Unfortunately our efforts in this direction were not sustained.

November was hardly over before we were making out our daily records three

weeks at a time by the aid of our room-mate's diary, trying to persuade ourselves

meanwhile that three hours dancing is equivalent to two hours swimming; and by the

end of the term we became so shy about passing in these testimonials of our inge-

nuity that the faculty felt obliged to make the system compulsory.

The next surprise visited upon us was the Thanksgiving plan of abrogating our

usual extended recess. At first this seemed to us a cruel and ingenious device, and

for a while the gloom of cold storage Northampton turkey settled down over the

horizon. The somewhat startling sympathy which the newspapers exhibited for us

on that occasion served to calm our indignation a trifle. We did not care to have

our dignified and righteous indignation portrayed by such head lines as " Faculty

Burned in Effigy!" " Smith Girls Planning a Funeral Procession for Thanksgiving!"

accompanied by remarkable newspaper cuts of our respectable " student body "

cavorting about the campus after a huge framework turkey. We may have been hungry

for our Thanksgiving dinner, but we were never so hungry as that. And in the end

how well it all turned out ! How placidly we remarked afterward to the freshmen

and sophomores that "the faculty are always reasonable, you see, if you only go

about things in the right way," meanwhile congratulating ourselves that we had done

nothing more violent than sign the successful petition.

The effects of the Thanksgiving concession must have been with us still, when

in December we obediently substituted a candy sale for the Students' Building fair,

and without a murmur squandered our January allowance on many varieties of fudge

and rarebit instead of on the usual stock of pin cushions and toothbrush holders.

During the long winter term some few of us managed to attain the true air of

bias/ indifference which we are told distinguishes the upper-class girl from the enthu-

siastic sophomore or freshman. But after we had refused several invitations to

house dances, and had manifested our classic superiority by giving a Latin play, we

suddenly returned to earth, and proceeded to catch the measles as industriously as if

we were freshmen again.

Washington's Birthday lingers in our memory for a variety of reasons, for not

only were we favored with one of those cloud bursts that seemed to characterize so

many of our junior festivities, but we also had an address by the ex-minister of



Siam, who spoke to us, you will remember, on "Our responsibilities in the East"

—

or was it "The Springfield Republican, a well-known senator, and Admiral Dewey?"
At the competitive drill in March our athletes gained additional glory for the yel-

low by winning the banner, which was awarded to them because they gained so many
points in marching and lost so few hairpins in running.

Glee club concert season was less exciting than usual, since we were all more or

less occupied in wondering whether it would rain or not the day after the Prom. So

with unwonted indifference we waited until we were sure of rush tickets, and then

invited the "second bests," who revenged themselves by staying from Wednesday

to Sunday inclusive.

But we had one serious duty to perform before going home for the Easter holidays,

for must we not appoint a preliminary Dramatics committee to decide whether we

should " depart from the Shakespearean Cycle," or whether we could yet find some

new and undiscovered Shakespearean treasure laid away, perchance by the great Wil-

liam himself, particularly for nineteen-one ? Accordingly we selected with care a few

of our gifted numbers who forthwith departed for an unhappy vacation to find, as one

of the faculty suggested, " some little French play that could be prettily and harm-

lessly presented in a Chinese setting!
"

We came back after the Easter holidays with great expectations of our junior

spring term. Had we not christened the infant grass plot beside Seelye Hall particu-

larly that the glee club could have a campus to stand on when they sang to us on

summer evenings? " Had we not suddenly been moved to pay for our G. and F. A.

tickets that we might use the boats on Paradise? And our efforts were not vain, for

the spring pastimes proved only too alluring. Passing lightly over Psychology papers

and the weekly written lessons in History 9, which, by the way, constituted the latest

issue of the faculty surprise series, we soon found ourselves confronted by the Prom.

In spite of its brevity, who shall say the Prom was not worth all the anticipation,

anxiety and telegrams expended upon it? Everything went off beautifully that even-

ing, from the dance itself to the precarious fountain which adorned the swimming

tank. And although the next day was far from balmy, it would have taken more than

that little snow storm to dampen our spirits. Of course all our picnics were confined

strictly to the intervals between recitation hours
;
yet we were very grateful to those

sympathetic members of the faculty, who, even after a flurry of snow, gave us the

benefit of the doubt and thoughtfully omitted the roll call.

The rest of spring term we spent strolling about the campus in picturesque groups

that we might make the college look as attractive as possible during the last days of

nineteen hundred.

At commencement time, too, we did our best for the Seniors, whom we had revered

and loved so long. When we felt in danger of becoming too pathetic we betook our-

selves to the basement of the gym. to sit in pools of muddy water and wind the laurel

chain, or we rattled about the surrounding country in express carts and bagesr,



preferably the " Meadow City," hunting industriously for mountain laurel in the

swamps and for ferns in the open meadow. At Dramatics, Glee Club concert and

collation, we performed our duty impressively and neatly
; but on Ivy Day particu-

larly, we considered ourselves quite the feature of the occasion, owing to the majestic

manner in which we upheld our junior dignity and that lumpy laurel chain.

During the commencement days, our uppermost thought was probably of nineteen-

hundred ; but even then how happy and proud we were to belong to the class of

nineteen one, and how eagerly we looked forward to the coming fall when we could

begin the making of our Senior history!

Marguerite Cutler Page.







XIGHTLY we came back from the seashore and country last fall, soberly

we set to the task of filling out our course-cards. Those were days when

to be a class officer was a grievous thing,—we needed all of ours as well

as such neutrally-minded and well-disposed members of the faculty as

were willing to join in the scramble. But our minds had not been disciplined and

trained in subtle and opaque schools of thought for nothing, and, with application,

even a Pamphlet of Information may at last be mastered, so we finally trailed before

our officers with " majors and minors" neatly marshalled, and prepared to enter upon

the work of senior year.

We had not been long at it before the quarter-centennial anniversary was upon us.

The campus walks glittered with the pageantry of presidents, deans, magistrates

and— soldiers, real soldiers, none of your cheap imitations gotten up in costumes

rented from Springfield, but the real, genuine, gory article, with gold lace and very

sharp swords. Great days ! — marked also by the coming of the royal, presidential

stag.

Hallowe'en came soon, with all its responsibilities, and we shirked none of them

(though the removal of the old cidermill at Hadley made a serious difference in the

ease with which we accommodated ourselves.)

In the meanwhile weeks passed. Dr. and Mrs. Seelye went abroad, and the

campus walks grew lonely in spite of the thousand pairs of feet that might be met

there ; and the windows of the closed house looked blankly down upon the passers-by.

And lo ! the surgeon's knife was upon us ! We sickened and moaned and pined



and fain would have died, but there was such a growing tendency thereto that suicide

was forbidden officially, and we lived perforce. Those were the days before the

Christmas vacation, and some of us went to New York and danced all through

the holidays. But the good work went merrily on. Cork arms and legs arrived in

cases and the needy might apply. Recitations were held in basements and on ground

floors. Wheelchairs creaked over the campus. The omnibus made its sad rounds

at each hour, crying, " Bring out your lame !

"

But nineteen one was plucky. She cried out, like Johnny Armstrong, " I am a

little hurt, but I am not slain." She " rose to fight again,"— and it was mid-years.

High tide on the river Lethe ! The soothing waters of forgetfulness have slid over

those melancholy wastes and we remember them no more.

Better worth recalling was the gymnasium contest and the self-devoting band who
won glory for us on the dusty floor of the gym. that day, while the fringe of feet from

the gallery waved its rapture and applause.

When we came back after the Easter holidays a change had taken place. I think

it was then that commencement began, this last week has only been the climax. At

any rate, when we came back I ceased to see that my neighbor had red hair, and

came to feel that she was less conscious of my glass eye. All had grown beloved

and beautiful. Something new and friendly seemed to lurk in the very angles of the

buildings themselves. The rest of the term was only a prolonged standing on first

one foot and then the other, on the doorstep. The last news had, of course, to be

discussed and the last messages exchanged, but we were only delaying our farewell.

Yet it is best for us to go, it is right ; for as long as we remain we must neces-

sarily occupy the whole arena, and it is only fair to the other classes that are and are

to come, that they should have their poor little chance unobscured.

Far from us be any idle boasting ; one striking characteristic of our class is our

unassuming simplicity. We have walked the length of our four years conscious of

our superiority, and yet not eager to impose it upon others. Early in our career we

sang with quiet dignity :
" Here's to 1901, She is brighter than the sun !

" Sopho-

more year finds us shyly singing :
" See how the President looks with pride upon us,

See how the faculty loads us down with honors !
" Junior year rings with the fine

old chant :
" Wonder of Smith College now is the class of 1901," and to-night we

wonder with grave anxiety how our place can possibly be filled. As the Arab says

when taking leave of his wife, " Poor thing, how you will miss me !

"

And they graduated, full of days, and were gathered to the Alvunnae.
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despair believing that they are wasted ; who work on until the day of the long-

deserved recognition comes, until sheer merit wins acknowledgment. These are

they in whom the class delights. " Nothing succeeds like success" is often as true

in college as elsewhere ; but it is doubly true that here nothing succeeds with a class

like the success of modest, perseverant self-exertion. The class counts its geniuses

with pride, and thanks a generous Providence if it has more of them than the other

classes do ; but it is not responsible for them. Nor does it consider itself account-

able for those whose greatness is not of their own making ; it takes a certain number

of them for granted, and good-naturedly ascribes their creation to a lower order of

divinity,— fate, fortune, or chance, or the spirit of things. But it holds itself pecu-

liarly a tone with the self-made architects of their own fate. In them it finds the

fulfilment of the prophecy which lies in its own ideals,— the ideal of growth and the

ideal of attainment in growth. In them it finds a hint of the solution of the great

world problem, "the making of man," toward which each self-maker contributes

;

and to them it vows its loyalty and aid.

And what of those who never have greatness in the college world? That need

be no augury for their future, as the lives of many men remind us. But among such

are some who have been condemned, perhaps by a mistake on their own part or by

the misfortune of circumstances, to be misunderstood by the majority,— misunder-

stood with that kind of misunderstanding which labels people as freaks and snobs.

Just what those terms mean, it is difficult to say ; we have all heard them used so

vaguely and indiscriminately that we sometimes think that anybody who has not been

called one or both by somebody at one time or another in her college course must be

indeed a remarkable individual. And there are those whom we consider uninterest-

ing, principally because we never took the pains to find out whether they were or not.

In fact, we are all freaks and snobs and uninteresting to some people ; and we lay the

blame on their point of view, and feel justified. This would be the place to stop and

draw my first moral, if I intended to draw any.

Besides those who are misunderstood, there are those who are not well known,

because their talents, however great or small, are not of the conspicuous kind or the

kind adapted to college display. I once heard pity expressed for one such girl, whom
I knew to be greatly valued in her own circle of friends, as a hearty, helpful com-

panion, as one who did those "little kindnesses which most leave undone or despise."

Yet if her talent for home-making did find the end of her corridor in a campus house

too small a sphere for the acquirement of a college reputation, who would not think

her and the college and the world losers, were it to be bartered for the ability to

score in basket-ball, to write a play, or paint a poster?

I do not mean to call such girls, merely because they are not well known, persons

of no reputation; for reputation is a shadow which the sunlight of social environment

anywhere, but especially at college, can not fail to cast. The differences are in size

and definiteness and the distorting power of the angle at which it is cast. And what

of this distortion? A shadow is harmless enough until one begins to draw inferences

from it, and in concrete cases we are usually on the safe side; as when we hesitate to

judge of the size of our noses by the changing shapes which the hearth fire traces on

the opposite wall, since we realize that even a careful silhouette may err in respect to



that important feature. Yet in inferences from reputation shadows we incur strange

fallacies, like that of composition, where we mistake the arm or the leg for the whole

body, and create strange partial reputations which would be hard for any one

acquainted with the subjects of them to recognize, not because those subjects fail to

possess the ascribed attributes, but because they are hardly given credit for possessing

any others. We make these one-sided reputations for each other because we have a

natural love for definiteness; we want to know something tangible and exact about

a person, to get her talents pigeon-holed in our desk of desirabilities; and to this end

we catch at any handle which offers. If two or three handles of different types present

themselves, we call the girl "all round," and feel that we have done our duty by her.

But what's in a name ? What is the effect of all these reputations, great and

small, mistaken and misunderstood, complete and partial ? The effect on the subjects

of the reputations can hardly fail to be considerable in a place of so much introspection,

so much both conscious and unconscious comparison of one's self with one's neighbors.

We are discouraged and we are elated : discouraged, because in the years when we

have been making wonderful discoveries of new powers in ourselves, and have seemed

to sit by, looking on while these new things budded and blossomed, like the magician's

plant, almost before we knew what they were,—discouraged because, at such a time

of inner exhilaration, the world around takes no notice at all, or only says in its superior

way, "Never mind her conceit; they all have to pass through that stage"; elated,

because at another time the world stops to look at us interestedly, and gets the notion

that we have possibilities,—whereupon it constructs a little throne for their display;

discouraged again, because after a little wear we find the throne doesn't fit ; the world

had seen possibilities- - that was well ; but it hadn't seen the right ones; and then

elated again, because if the world has been mistaken, it has only failed to discover

our true selves, and they are, after all, much more valuable than what it mistook them

for; they are, after all, much deeper, stronger, and fuller of possibilities than it could

see, even with the help of the X-ray quality of "that fierce light which beats upon a

throne." And we consider how the world makes the reputations for people, and the

thought is a cure for too much reliance on their accuracy. Then, too, we never see

our own reputation as the world sees it. If we get it at all, it comes through the

medium of our own flesh and blood, and takes their tint;—we turn around to look at

our shadow, and it is changed. In short, at college as elsewhere, it needs a certain

healthy independence of opinion and a degree of honest self-respect, tempered by

modesty and an appreciation of others, to resist the temptations of a reputation, be

it too small or too great.

Yet there is an attitude of false independence, which loves to surprise people by

doing something merely because it is at variance with an established reputation. This

attitude ignores the privilege of living up to a good reputation. We excuse ourselves

by saying that we want experiences of all kinds, and that the discovery of our reputa-

tion for doing one thing has opened our eyes to the fact that we ought to have the

experience of doing the opposite thing. In this we are too sophisticated. We might

well consider that the kind of our experience is quite as important in its effect on

character as is the amount. Then again, we think of our reputation as our own con-

cern, without remembering that others have a claim to consideration in it ; that the



past which made our good reputation found'in the material for it a promise of advance

along the same lines. Even amid the self-centered interests of self-culture, let us

reflect with Hawthorne that "the highest path is pointed out by the pure Ideal of those

who look up to us, and who, if we tread less loftily, may never look so high again."

One's reputation has been denned as one's " latent influence," and the extent of such

influence at college is incalculable. It lends the stimulus of an example to some rather

torpid spirits, and sets a standard for the ambitions of the active ones. If healthy and

normal, it enlivens competition with the zest of those well-mated ; if unnaturally

developed, it strangles competition by creating an abnormal self-distrust through the

dread of a great name. In our college politics, where in the minds of many reputation

is matched against reputation, it adds a spice whose coarser form is gossip.

The influence of all this upon the college spirit is felt in the way it modifies a

standard of values. In the enthusiasm of youthful endeavor, we generally come to

college with the subconscious idea that reputation is a desirable thing to have a good

deal of. Since here there are too many of us for most to be known for what they are,

the alternative remains to be known for what they do. We must, then, struggle to

accomplish something striking,—an effect must be sought for,—or our college career

is a failure. Then the end of self-culture becomes lost to view, as the activities crowd

in upon us and make us near-sighted. We weary ourselves counting the honors of the

president of this class or that organization, and speculating how many committees such

a one has served on, and it becomes our aim to balance our own achievements suc-

cessfully against other people's ; until our good human nature comes to the rescue by

showing us the aimlessness of such an aim, and asking, What does it profit to gain the

whole world of reputation and lose one's best possibilities of development ? And with

a triumphant revolt against the emptiness of working for renown, we turn back to the

rediscovery of our inner life, and of its law that if we work for the love of the work, the

working itself is our reward, bringing as it does that exercise of power which is life.

And with new insight we see that power and that life in changed relations to reputation;

we see the glory of character far outshining the glory of achievement ; we repudiate

that which we had done in rivalship and in pride, and seek the nobility and the beauty

of that which is done in humble earnestness.

Thus, however much we may have thought that a frenzy of activities was the

expression of the college spirit, the college life brings us by its own route, with the

disciplinary aid of reputations of all kinds, to the realization that the college spirit

means the striving to attain a harmony of being and of doing, with a love for the ideal

which shall outlive attacks of misunderstanding or of over-appreciation ; that the

college spirit is the spirit of striving, not for the golden grove and the summer sky, but

for a sympathy with truth,—with the highest, broadest truth ; that the glory of the

college spirit is, like the " glory of Virtue, to fight, to struggle. . .
."

" Nay, but she aim'd not at glory, no lover of glory she;

Give her the glory of going on, and still to be."

Charlotte Burgis DeForest.
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©oe for Wasbtnoton'e Btrtboaip

Creator of our earthly might,
With Heaven's aid,

Full three half-centuries of light

Were not enough to fade
The lustre of thy deeds and name.
A nation's guide, thy firm strong hand,
Oft shielding, urged us on the weary way.
Thy mind, fore-casting, knew a future day
Would rise resplendent on a prosp'rous land,

The home of those thou ledst through strenuous paths to fame.
And now thou sleepest, Washington

;

Still though thou sleep,

Lead on, lead on

!

—Through our noise and fret, he dreameth,
And his soul's voice pleads with God:
" So deep their blindness seemeth,
Yet spare thy chast'ning rod

;

Show mercy to my people,

Forget them not as on their way they plod."

—

Thus still thou leadest, Washington,
Lead on, lead on !

Struggle rose, fierce conflict raged
Throughout the country's peopled length

;

Children of one house engaged
In strife of strength with strength

;

Thou heard'st the cry, thou Sleeper, of nation rent in twain.

From sea to sea, divided powers
Relentless met with challenge hoarse,

Not yielded both, till one had spent its force.

In the slave's stern cry for Liberty, had we forgotten ours ?

God heard the Sleeper's plea, and we are one again.

Yea, still thou leadest, Washington,
Lead on, lead on !

A helpless cry

;

For Freedom's sake, the appeal spread through the earth.

In our reply

Throbbed mem'ries of our nation's struggling birth;

While thy spirit went before us, holding forth the crown of state,

Where shed the sister stars their pure, white light,

Like Israel's cloud a guide for day and night

To the marching throng that followed where they shone,

Nor needed yet to falter in the gray light of days dawn.
Yet rose some lesser stars o'er distant seas,

Whose light, blood-red, shines not as pure as these.

God grant before they dim our glory's crown,

We see them, quiv'ring, go forever down,
Swung by His Hand of Fate.

—Through our tumult, still he dreameth,
And his soul's voice pleads with God :

" So deep their blindness seemeth,
Yet spare thy chast'ning rod

;

Show mercy to my people,

Forget them not as on their way they plod."

—

Still mayst thou lead us, Washington,
Lead on, lead on. Jessamine Kimball.



a Jfreebman's Experience

Amid the scores of college maids

One meets here every day,

What fields for speculation

If one's inclined that way !

But, though a judge of human nature,

(In my own esteem)

I find as you will do, alas I

" Things are not what they seem I"

One girl I never saw without

Her fountain pen and book
;

I thought she had the Senior walk,

The studious Senior look.

I found she flunked her midyears

Ah, for my idle dream !

They dropped her from the Freshman class!

1 Things are not what they seem !"

There was a girl I pitied much :

She wasn't very strong,

She couldn't take the Freshman "gym.,"

She couldn't study long.

But when she saw the basket-ball

She yearned to make the team
;

Her health was suddenly restored "

"Things are not what they seem !"

'Tis ever thus we are deceived,

Our fondest hopes are wrecked.

The thing that always happens

Is the thing we least expect.

For instance, while you think this verse

Will end like those before,

It won't,—you know that line, so I

Won't use it any more.

Marguerite Cutler Page.

flDaoic

There are many magics of many a kind,

And some rule matter and some rule mind;

But the one among them that beats the rest

And comes the cheapest and works the best,

Is the witchery of the moon.

There's alchemy hid in the silver light

That floods the earth on a summer night

;

And there's just one drawback—or so they say,

One rather forgets how it seems by day,

In the witchery of the moon.

You vow you do, though you really dont;

And she says she will,while she knows she won't
;

And you're sure you may, and you probably do,

And she knows that it isn't as well as you

—

'Tis the witchery of the moon.

You see on the morrow when cool and sane

That the thing won't do, and you'll have to ex-

plain.

But it's difficult rather to go about it

And terribly helpless you feel without it

The witchery of the moon.

Ethel Wallace Hawkins.



Xove

For me at last the solemn depths of mystery are stirred,

The waiting silence of my life is broken with a word.

The floods that in the aeons past have gathered, passion-strong,

Sweep down the fragile barriers and bear my soul along.

Above a hushed but breathing calm, dream-voices call to me.

The spirit-love that Sappho sang beside the Grecian sea,

The pang of Dante's ecstasy and Petrarch's grief divine

Are risen from their buried hearts to fill the cup of mine.

O loves of vanished centuries, who come all rapture-white

To bend the shadows of your eyes above me in the night,

Our souls are one,—and from your lips I drink my glorious fate :

" To Love's high heritage of woe thee, too, we consecrate !

"

Edith De Blois Laskey.

fins Soiitu&e

An altar I would build to solitude,

The wide-spread silence and sublime repose

The restless human heart so seldom knows;

Measureless stillness, restful quietude,

The perfect mystery and subtle thrill

Of life alone, with nature hushed and still.

I shall not build it on the desert shore,

Where with vain thunderings the wild sea

raves

In awful turmoil, piling heaving waves

That break and foam with loud-resounding roar.

In those deep chords whose echoes never cease

My listening heart can catch no note of peace.

Nor in half-lighted forest, cool and deep,

Where flickering leaves weave magic webs of

shade

And plaintive melodies by winds are made
As o'er the solemn pines they softly creep.

In those elusive tones my restless mood
Finds not the peace of perfect quietude.

Far on the prairie, tranquil, hushed and calm,

Where golden light all soft and tender lies

On fields of grain stretching to meet the skies,

Touched by a deep, compelling, magic charm,

There in unbroken, restful quietude

My altar I will raise to solitude.

Gertrude Roberts.

H XTwosome

Under the sunny August sky

We played at golf,

Jeannette and I,

—

'Twas just a twosome.

With sleeves rolled up and head all bare,

She placed her ball and drove it fair

;

A-playing for a record she,

And I— I watched Jeannette, you see.

Down in the thick and sedgy grass

We sought her ball,

But there,—alas !

We found it not.

We hunted high, we hunted low,

'Twas gone,—they always are, you know.

" A ball does lose so easily,

You should have watched it fall," quoth she.

Under the sunny August sky

We sought her ball,

Jeannette and I,

—

'Twas just a twosome.

Our hands met in the search somehow,

Alas, for me the hazard now,

—

«' I watched my heart and saw it fly

Straight to your feet, Jeannette," quoth I.

" A heart does lose so easily,

I'll give you mine instead," quoth she.

Margaret Rebecca Piper.



St. 3obn's Eve
There's a shimmer and sheen on the dew, I ween,

As it beads the blades of grass
;

There's a swaying breeze through the tops o' the trees,

Though the languid lake is glass
;

There's a tinkling tone i' the harebell's cone,

For now the fairy-folk pass.

In a flowery wreath o'er the breathless heath,

The Elf-king leads the dance
;

The laughing strains of his lilt's refrain,

The fairy ears entrance
;

While his silver sho'on thro' the path o' the moon,

Enticingly gleam and glance.

There's a whiz and a whirr in a frightened stir,

As the fireflies circle the lane

;

There's death and despair in the shining snare

Of the fairies' glistening chain
;

For the captive soul will pay bitter toll

With his service of seven years' pain.

Marie Stuart.

H TKIlave

Far out, far out it rose and fell,

Nearer and nearer it swelled and rose,

Gray gulls circled above the foam,

Sunshine dazzled along the crest.

Rolling and rising,

Rearing and falling,

Mighty, appalling,

Surging and tossing;

Hollowing, gathering, lifting, steadying,

Towering, staggering, drenching, plunging,

Onward riding,

Majestic advancing,

Surging in might to the ocean shore

—

Upward it rose in last proud triumph,

And in its hollows were stronge sea-things,

Steadied a moment with crest uplifted,

Then fell with a roar on the long white beach.

Julia Post Mitchell.

H fTOemorp.

To-day I went into my true love's room,

And all was there untroubled, as of old.

The quaint, dull tapestries and carven wood

Were burnished with the sunset's ruddy gold
;

And there I saw my true love's broideries

Unfinished, and her sweet-toned lute unstrung,

And careless laid upon the window-seat,

Where she had left it with a song unsung.

Then through the oriel a little breeze

From the rose gardens wafted me a breath

Of summer's fragrance, such as she herself

Had hoped to breathe in heaven—after death.

And my true love, my own dear love, was gone
;

Yet without tears I went into that place

Where last I looked on her— I could not mourn,

Remembering the smile upon her face.

Ethel Barstow Howard.



Ube flJloon*5prtte

I dwell in the hardened hollows

Of many a barren slope,

Where beams of light their jagged way

Among the crannies grope.

I roam over meadows verdureless,

And lifeless vales so still

That ne'er an echo breathes its voice

From soundless hill to hill.

I dip in the Sea of Vapors

;

I bathe in the Sea of Clouds
;

I sink to rest in the Lake of Dreams,

Which slumbering mist enshrouds.

My food is a nectar tasted not

By any earthly bees;

My cup the flower of a fossil plant

By the banks of sandless seas.

I crouch on the sunlight margin

Of the old moon's shrinking horn,

Until the light-bearing beam has left

My world in dark forlorn.

I drive in my elfin chariot

Amidst the night's wild charms

;

And I rock in the curving crescent

Of the new moon's cradling arms.

My work is a merry idling,

Which is but a part of my play

;

I am free alike in labor and sport,

Alone all the changing day.

My world is a world of mystery,

And Death has veiled its past,

—

Yet I love the tinted shadow-lands

That shall be my grave at last.

Charlotte Burgis De Forest.



©bllrion flDpself ant> 1

The while I search those bonnie eyes

—

Blue as the span of summer skies

—

To learn what 'neath their lashes lies,

My lady, true and tender

;

I quite forget the crown of hair

That circles round that face so fair,

I quite forget the dainty pair

Of hands so white and slender
;

I only know that at thy side,

I care not what may e'er betide;

I care not, tho' comes weal or woe,

Because, sweetheart, I love thee so.

Rebecca Robins Mack.

Sometimes we're friends, yes, very good friends

When all has gone our way;

When we've worked very well, and then mixed in

A proper bit of play.

At night quite peaceful then we lie,

And love each other, Myself and I.

But sometimes we're foes, the awfullest foes,

When everything's gone amiss
;

When we've left undone just scores of things,

And think with regret of this.

At night then in wakeful strife we lie,

And hate each other, Myself and I.

Clara Myers Knowlto.n.

jfebruars ffourteentb

I haven't forgotten it yet—have you ?

Just as they were, my mind can trace

The Cupids pink on a ground of blue,

And the beautiful border of paper lace
;

The large round heart that profusely bled,

The gilded arrow, the curly bow
;

" Be my Valentine!" all it said.

That was seventeen years ago.

Valentine's day is here again,

As you by the calendar chance to see

;

It suggests a theme for your clever pen,

And you're good enough to send it to me.

It's done in the style that has made your fame,

The line has an exquisite lilt and grace
;

But I wish I could feel the thrill that came

With the bleeding heart and the paper lace.

Ethel Wallace Hawkins.



Songs for Basketball (Barnes ano IRallies

1901 dfceOles

Air—Chorus of "Ring dem Bells.'

Nineteen-one ! Here's to Nineteen-one.
Will our praises through the ages ere be rolled !

Nineteen-one ! Here's to Nineteen-one.
Three cheers for our colors white and gold !

Air—" Polly Wolly Doodle all the Day.'

In after days
They'll meet to praise
Our country's hero true
And while they sing
And banners fling
They'll shout our glories too.

Air—Chorus of " Marching through Georgia."

Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah for Nineteen-one
For that's the class for study and for fun,
We'll love it still and cherish it when college

days are done.
Nineteen-one for ever.

Air—" Give us a drink, bartender."

We drink to your health, you Juniors, you
Juniors,

For we love you as you know;
An example you stand before us, before us,
As you are, we'll be, just so!
No envy have we for Nineteen hundred,
In basket-ball our foe

;

Just give us a coach from Ninety-nine,
They beat Ninety-eight, you know.
So here's to your health, you Juniors, you Juniors,
For we love you as you know ;

For surely good luck you'll bring us, you'll
bring us,

In basket ball. Just so !

Air—Chorus of "Tommy Atkins."
O May Lewis, O May Lewis,
You're a good one through and through,
You're a credit to your classmates
And to half the college too;
May your nerve be always with you,
Keep your judgment cool and true,
Three cheers for Captain Lewis,
Here's your classmates- health to you I

Captain Lewis, Captain Lewis
There's no doubt you'll win the day,
We will show the boasting Soph'mores
That we know how to play,
For your throw is always steady,
And your catch is sure and true.
Three cheers for dear old Lewis !

Here's your classmates' love to you.

Tunk—Johnny, Get your Gun.
Try to get the ball
Get the ball, ball, ball, ball.
Try to get the ball,
Get the ball, 1902.
You may try to get the ball,
Get the ball all day
But the little leather ball
Isn't coming your way.
Try to get the ball
Get the ball, ball, ball, ball.
Try to get the ball
Get the ball! 1902.

Air—Chorus of " In the Prison Cell I Sit."

Proudly the midyears have we vanquished,
To further conquests on we march,
There'll be no land 'neath the sun
Shall not hear of Nineteen-one,

Air—Chorus of "Robbers' Chorus" from "Jack
and the Bean Stalk."

For
Pst boom goes the gun
That sounds the praise of Nineteen-one.
A dandy class are we
As'you can plainly see.
Hoo! Rah ! we're the class
That stands before you here en masse
To show in future
The only one's we'll be!

Air—Chorus of " The Shades of Night were Fall-
ing Fast."

Let them call us naughty ones
Naughty ones, naughty ones.

The next ones will be naughty too,
Naughty, naughty two!

Tune— Johnny, Get your Gun. — Continued.

Just take the ball
Take the ball, ball, ball, ball.
Just take the ball
Take the ball, 1901.

Do your best
And show how you can play.
Do your level best
And we'll win the day !

Just take the ball
Take the ball, ball, ball, ball.
Just take the ball,
Take the ball, 1901.

Air—" Johnny comes marching home."

When the ball's thrown in it may be caught,
For who knows? who knows?

By Naughty One or by Naughty Naught.
But suppose, suppose

That Barrett or Ainsley or Emerson
Or Garrison gets it, the game's most won,
For it's played in a way that would "take the

bun"
Till into our basket it goes !

Should the Soph'mores catch it as pr'aps they
may,

Who knows? who knows?
'Twill go to their basket—or that's what they

Suppose, suppose.
But the Twins and the Captain have lots of sand,
As the Soph'mores quickly must understand,
So the ball goes flying from hand to hand,

Till into our basket it goes !

When the ball goes over the Freshman line.
We suppose, suppose

The Sophomore guard work will be fine;

Who knows? who knows?
But when Kitchell or Wilder or Sheldon take

hold,
The blood of the Soph'mores may well run cold,
For with quickness and ease that can scarce be

told
The ball in our basket goes !



Sonos for BasfteUball (Barnes ano IRalltes— Goncluoeo

Air — "The Man that broke the Bank at Monte
Carlo."

As through the campus walks we stroll.
With an independent air,
You can hear them all declare,
Both grads. and maidens fair,

There goes the class that none surpass,
Would we were such as they, alas!
The great and glorious class of uineteen-oue.

In the days to come, as girls of Smith,
We are sure our fame will rise,
And our class to none's surprise
Be exalted to the skies.

For in Mathematics and classic speech,
Or in Literature there's none can reach
The great and glorious class of nineteen-one.

We will while away the golden years
Till our days of toil are o'er,
Aud with minds replets with lore,
We'll in college be no more,

But with delight unfold the white and gold,
While all admiring eyes behold
The great and glorious class of nineteen-one.

Tune— " Rig-a-jig-jig."

We're hear to praise our country's dad,
George Washington, George Washington,

And while we're about it we'd like to add
A word for 1901.

We're fine, you see,
And so is he,
A glorious class and a great countree,
Then give three cheers and three times th ree
For him and 1901.

Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah, hurrah !

Hooray, hooray, hooray, hooray !

Then give three cheers and three times three
For him and 1901.

Those Juniors there, they think they're some,
But you shall see, but you shall see

That here's a class to make things hum,
And that is 1903.

To Alma Mater and Washington and
1903 and 1901.

We'll end our song as we've begun,
With cheers for 1901.

Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah, hurrah !

Hooray, hooray hooray, hooray!
Then give three cheers and three times three
For them and 1901.

Here's to you, 1903!
Here's to you, our warmest friends !

And we'll sing before this care forsaken company
We'll sing before we part —
Here's to you 1903.

Tune — " K.H Green's Cake Walk."

Down in the gym there's a mighty crowd assem-
blin',

All the apparatus is a creakin and a tremblin',
What's goin' on?
Go ask John,

Quick ! for the ra!ly has begun.
Seniors and Juniors, they have done some singin',
Soon the little Freshmen they will be beginnin'.

Students all,
Great and small,

Listen now to 1901.

See how the President looks with pride upon us.
See how the Faculty loads us down with h»nors

—

Ninety-nine
Class so fine

Sings of 1901 afar.

Come now ye Sophomores, fling on high our color,
Whose flaming brilliancy makes the others dul-

ler.
Raise your song
Loud and long,

Hoo rah.

Chorus.— Vic are the people of Smith College-
college,

Come to sing the praise of Washing-
ton.

We represent tremendous knowledge— knowledge
We're excelled by none.

We swing aloft the green and yellow —
yellow,

Banner brighter than the golden sun,
Long shall the universe re-tell oh! tell

oh!
Praise of 1901.

Tune — " My Bonnie."
Dear Prexie sailed over the waters,
Dear Prexie sailed over the seas.

Dear Prexie sailed over the waters,
Oh send back our President, please.

Send us back, oh, send us back,
Just send back our President, please, oh,

please,
Send us back, oh, send us back,
Send back our dear President, please.

He said in a few weeks he'd come back,
In a few weeks he said he'd return,

He said in a few weeks he'd come back,
And patience's a hard thing to learn,

Come back, oh, come back.
Come back to us, Prexie, come soon, come

soon,
Oh, come back, please come back,
We must have you here before June.

Tune — " Spring would be but dreary."

Wonder of Smith College now— is the class of
nineteen—

One— der of Smith College now — is the class of
nineteen-one.

(Repeat ad libitum.)
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The little timid freshmen they come up here to college

To work awhile most awful hard and get a lot of knowledge.

And they don't like it much at first,

They sob and cry all day,

And when at night they want to work

Some sophomore's sure to say

—

" There's a man on the campus awandering about

And he will report you

If you don't watch out."

They think it's pretty hard, I guess, but they don't understand

That the college couldn't run at all without John's helping hand.

They think he's just a tattle-tale, crazy little chicks,

They'll understand 'fore very long, that John's a brick of bricks.

But he's out on the campus awandering about,

And he will report you

If you don't watch out.

Now our good class and our good John they know each other well
;

Each knows the other through and through is grand as tongue can tell.

And pretty sad it makes us both to think we have to part,

We just have time to tell the girls before we have to start,

"That's a friend on the campus awandering about,

But he will report you

If you don't watch out."

M. W. D.
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TIFFANY & COMPANY
UNION SQUARE j» .* NEW YORK CITY

Diamond and Gem Merchants
Gold and Silversmiths and <£<*

Dea I er s in Artistic Merchandise

$ ^ $

ataMes' <5ott> Matches
Neat little watches in 18-karat gold cases, especially adapted

for Misses. Open-face, upward from $25. Half-open face,

upward from $27. Others, some smaller, 445, $60, $70
and upward.

(5ol£> Chatelaine Match flMne

$6.50, $7, $5, $ I and upward.

Small Stiver Matches
Suitable for Misses. Open-face, upward from $ I 0.

Silver Chatelaine pins
Upward from $2.

$ 3? ^

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FOR
FRATERNITY PINS, CLASS RINGS, CUPS AND
PINS. T R O P H I E S F O R S P O RTS, INVITATIONS
TO COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES, DINNERS,
Etc. HERALDIC ENGRAVINGS, BOOK PLATES, Etc.

Correspondence Invited. *£ & •£ <&• & £• &



COPELANTt'S BAZAA%
cAlivays has a Large and

Choice 'Variety of ...

Laces <* Qrloves * Ribbons * Fans -* and * Novelties,

<As Tvett as FLAGS, BANNERS,

and PILLOWS made to order. . .

...E. P. COPELAND...

104 Main Street, cNlorthampton, cMass.

ESTABLISHED 1769.

Kingsley's Prescription Pharmacy,
J40 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

We cater to those who appreciate the best to be had in 'Drugs, Chemicals and SMedicines.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
At KINGSLEY'S y°u can wait for a car

'
consult the directory, buy postage

stamps, make yourself at home, and be at all times pleasantly served.

AGENCY FOR

HUYLER'S NEW YORK CANDIES.

ROGER & GALLET PERFUMES AND SOAPS.

The Finest Ice Cream Soda and Fruit Ices are served at KJNGSLEY'S every day in the year.

CHARLES B. KINGSLEV.



44THE BIG SHOE STORE."

College Footwear a Specialty.

Exclusive Agents for Hanan, Walk-over, and Queen Quality Shoes.

GREENE & PHELAN,
55 Main Street, <# <# ^ Northampton, Mass.

We pay express on mail orders to all parts of the United States and Canada.

rRANK E. DAVIS,

Jeweler and Optician,

- 164 MAIN STREET, = : :

**** NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Mail orders from Alumnae solicited.



Students' Popular Store.

O become successful in any business or profession one must combine keen perception,

adaptability, and application. The selection once made, all effort must be in that direction.

SMITH COLLEGE has reached the present high plane through the united efforts of the

Student body, Instructors, and Pres. L. Clark Seelye, who, by his tireless energy and con-

centration, has placed this Institution in the front rank of women's colleges. The influence

of such a place of learning is world-wide, and successive generations are moulded by

it. In a large measure the mind of women governs the world; and, that her influ-

ence may be exerted in the right direction, she must have a full rounded education, and

such SMITH COLLEGE strives to impart. Not only has the College contributed to the

higher education of women, but it has developed the commercial life -of the city and

broadened the lives of our Citizens. Our share of College trade has not been a meagre

one. Our business has increased remarkably from year to year. We are now occupying

over fifty thousand square feet of floor space, and during the past year have added several

New Departments. We buy in large quantities, which allows us to sell at the lowest possi-

ble prices. We believe that plain thinking and square dealing will prove successful in

business. Thanking you all for past favors, we would respectfully solicit a continuation of

your patronage.

cA. McCALLUM & CO.

jflDonoGrams. Crests.

F. w. Roberts ,

jeweler * and • Stationer,

197 MAIN STREET,

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Dies. Seals.

d3<£d5<

&$&$&$&$$

C. H. BOYDEN,
Dining Parlors.

Special attention given to College Catering.

LYONS' CHOCOLAT CJREMES.

J 77 Main Street, NORTHAMPTON.



College Pharmacy,

FRANK A. BRANDLE, Prop'r,

271 MAIN STREET.

Bring us your prescriptions. They will have the greatest

care. Compounded from the purest drugs and prepared

only by registered pharmacists.

Agent for Gunther's Chicago Candies-

GEO. H. LUCIA.
We make a specialty of

Pictures and Frames,
and do framing in all its branches, oval, circle, and odd

shape frames, etc.

PASSEPARTOUT SUPPLIES,
ARTISTS' MATERIALS,

Pens, Pencils, Tablets, Inks, and General School Supplies.

229 Main Street, NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Knowlton Bros.,

Photograph Studio,

143 Main Street

g£6 First-class Photography, Platinum and Carbon-

jjft ette. Also Views of Smith College Buildings

t^L and Grounds, and of Northampton and vicinity.

FELIX TARDIFF,

Dealer in Antique Furniture,

Furniture Repairing of every description.

Window Boxes and Book Cases made to

order.

Furniture packed for shipping.

21 Gothic Street, Rear Fitts' Block,

NORTHAMPTON.

MISS N. KEEFE

IDressmafting...

160 Main St., Northampton, Mass.

The Latest (Approved Styles

Shoes and Slippers

For All Occasions
...AT...

MANDELL'S SHOE STORE,

SMansion House 'Stock,

161 Main Street. . . .

V.^l COMMUNICATION . BETWEEN . THE
-^ COLLEGE . TOWNS . AMHERST . AND

NORTHAMPTON . BY . MEANS . OF . THE

Northampton and Amherst

Street Railway.

Completion of bridge across the Connecticut river makes

this trolley ride the finest in the Connecticut Valley.

Cars leave Northampton and Amherst every half hour.

<PRINTERS, DESIGNERS,
STATIONERS.

cMETCALF & COMPANY,
Near City Hall,

NORTHAMPTON, SMASS.

College Work a specialty.

Our Samples are numerous.

TELEPHONE.



Qoses, Carnations, and Lilies of the Valley,

EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR. ALL OTHER

FLOWERS IN THEIR SEASON

iP* Vf* ^*

H. W. FIELD,
Opposite Academy of Music, NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

CHARLES N, FITTS .

We have a Complete Stock of

Furniture, Rugs, Draperies, Etc,

Of the LATEST PATTERNS and FINISH,

at Special Rates to Students. J- J- J- J- J-

. . . HARDWARE . .

.

The nearest place to College where you can find the most complete

line of

GYMNASIUM GOODS, N. P. CHAFING DISHES,

GOLF GOODS, TEA and COFFEE POTS,

TENNIS GOODS, FINE POCKET CUTLERY,

BARNEY & BERRY'S SKATES, BUILDERS' HARDWARE,

BASE BALL GOODS, BLACKSMITH, AND
IRON and STEEL, MILL SUPPLIES.

JOHN W. HARTWELL,

162 MAIN STREET, NORTHAMPTON, MASS.



NIQUETTE & FARRAR,

JDrUGGlSts...

Telephone 115-12. Opp. Academy of Music.

Wood Alcohol in pints, 20 cents.

Wood Alcohol in quarts, 40 cents.

Wood Alcohol in gal. jugs, $1.25.

Pure Drugs and Medicines.

All orders promptly delivered.

" Up to the Minute
ft

In . . .

Neat and Stylish

... .n.Miiiiiiiii it,, r ootwc<3,r*

THE NORTHAMPTON SHOE CO.,

88 MAIN STREET.

CHARLES BECKMANN,

...CHOICE...

Confectioner? ana $ce Cream

Cor. Main and Masonic Streets,

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Cards . . .

' Tickets. . Promptly and well done.

Programs

Book and Magazine Work

a specialty

Gazette Printing Co.,

14 GOTHIC STREET,

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

WHAT WE VO:
SMake Picture Frames

and Sell 'Pictures . . .

The Northampton Art Store,

^Pictures and Frames exclusively.

Oar Exhibition of Prints, Paintings,

etc., can be seen at oar store.

Cor. Main and Center Streets,

Next to First Church

NORTHAMPTON.
L. % CHEW, Manager.

. . . Photographer,

102 main street,

northampton.

D- S. RAMSAY.
257 MAIN STREET,

Fancy Dry Goods and Notions,

<£» ^9* t&&

NORTHAMPTON.

F. H.WARREN,
Livery . Boarding . Hack . and . Feed

<*<*<* Stables <*^#

Hacks furnished for Weddings, Parties, Funerals, etc., at

reasonable rates.

Telephone 110-2. MAIN ST., cor. STATE.



SHREVE, CRUMP & LOW COMPANY
14/ Tremont Street, Boston.

...JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS...
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT,

CLASS AND SOCIETY PINS.

STATIONERY FOR RECEPTIONS, GRADUATIONS.
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS,
AV\DE TO ORDER.

No. 5 Center street, Northampton, Mass.

Teams of Every Description,

Competent Drivers, if desired.

Boarding a Specialty.

:P. D. DEUEL, Prop.

E. B. Emerson Co.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Paper Hangings, Paints, Oils,

Glass, Etc.

... Decorating and Frescoing a Specialty ...

267 MAIN STREET jt NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Fancy and Theatrical

Costumes, Wigs,= Beards=
And Everything Necessary for

THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS

H. BUCHHOLZ
275 Main Street,

Springfield, Mass.

LONGDISTANCE 'PHONE

THE HAMPTON
cMorthampton <$• ^Massachusetts

(All cModern Improvements

o£ Steam Heated J- Elevator

Electric Lights & & j*

COLE & tBcARRETT, <Prop.

SCHILLARE'SA PHOTOGRAPHIC
^ STUDIO

Society, Class, Group, and Dramatic Work a Specialty

Prompt Attention Given to Students- =
A. J. oCrliLLAKC NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

A. A. PACKARD. W. G. WHEAT.

Meekins, Packard & Wheat

DRY GOODS AND
HOUSE FURNISHINGS

355-359 MAIN STREET 0f SPRINGFIELD



DREKA
Fine Stationery and Engraving House,

1121 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

COLLEGE INVITATIONS

STATIONERY

PROGRAMMES
BANQUET MENUS

FRATERNITY ENGRAVING

WEDDING INVITATIONS

RECEPTION CARDS

MONOGRAM AND

ADDRESS DIES

VISITING CARDS

HERALDRY AND GENEALOGY

COATS OF ARMS PAINTED FOR FRAMING.

The Many Advantages of Trading at This Store

* are Apparent to Every Student of Smith.

The completeness, excellence and variety of its stocks,

attractiveness of its Springfield location, its appoint-

ments, genuine worth of its values, and its liberal policy

with regard to exchanging or taking back any unsatisfac-

tory thing appeals to all.

Just a word as to its "low
price no discount system."

Here again it proves its superiority. A store conducted

as this one is on the policy that a "nimble sixpence is

better than a slow shillin' " charges only a fair profit on

its goods, thus extending its low price favors to every

purchaser alike. Other stores can give a discount of 10,

20 or 25 per cent.— according to their customer — and

still get a higher price than this one with its " low price

no discount system " is allowed to charge.

Apropos of this question, we should like a fair test

made. We invite the attention of Smith students to the

prices of our high-class attractions in Summer Millinery.

Stylish Suits, Separate Skirts, Silk Waists, etc.

Laces, Lace Robes, Embroideries, etc.

Silks and Dress Goods.

Silk Petticoats, high-class House Gowns, Matinees, etc.

Fashionable Lingerie, etc., etc.

FORBES & WALLACE.
MAIN, VERNON, AND PYNCHON STREETS, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.



SUITS WAISTS
D. H. Brigham & Company

COSTUMERS FOR WOMENCLOAKS SKIRTS

£
&
&

"WOU will find as the first

in this section to exploit

the new ideas from the fashion

centres of the world. <& <& <£

D. H. BRIGHAM & COMPANY
SPRIX' GEIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

&
&

Sterling Silver Table

Ware and Novelties

BRIC-A-BRAC,
RICH CUT GLASS,
CHAFING DISHES.

Umbrellas both black and colored, with

natural or sterling mounted handles.

CHARLES HALL _

UNIQUE AND DAINTY
BITS OF CHINA
FROM ALL COUNTRIES.

Artistic Reproductions of Colonial Chairs,

Tables, and Cabinets in Solid Mahogany

Importer and Retailer

393-395 MAIN STREET J. SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.



LIVERY STABLE.
ARTISTIC,

I DELICATE, PURE.

Ralph M. Guilford,
V

Always acceptable as a Gift.

BOSTON
Opposite Boston & Maine Station, ^H CHOCOLATES.fcfc

Carriage with reliable drivers, NORTHAMPTON,
for Funerals, Weddings, and - *A
Pleasure Parties *** MASSACHUSETTS.

FROM DEALERS OR BY MAIL.
MADE BY

WuntfotaftfllfiaHlA/. 545 Atlantic Ave., Boston.

SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER . . . .

CHARLES A. HOYLE,
BOSTON.

Duplicates can be obtained. 288 BOYLSTON STREET.

WINSLOW & CUTLER,

^Designers,

FRANKLIN SQUARE, ZABRISKIE, ILL.
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Forbes Lithograph Mfg. Co.

185 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

BOLLEGE BOOKS of Every

Description a Specialty.

Illustrated by Albertype, Photo-

gravure, Half- Tone and Line

Process

Also Posters, Show-Cards, Maps, Etc.

Old Manuscripts Reproduced, Fac- Simile



The Bailey Banks & Biddle Co.

Goldsmiths, Silversmiths,

and Art Stationers, : :

PHILADELPHIA.

Hotel Norwood,
NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

C. H. BOWKER & COMPANY.

L
OCATION superb, with large and generous veranda, overlooking

beautiful lawn, unusually homelike and comfortable, the man-
agement being a guarantee of its superiority.

Hotel Hamilton, Holvoke;
Hotel Winthrop, Meriden

;

Mt. Tom Cafe ....
All under same management.

The pisk yeachers' Agency

4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
156 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

1505 Penn. Ave., Washington, D. C.

203 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

414 Century Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
4 Evans Building, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

533 Copper Building, Denver, Colo.

420 Parrott Building, San Francisco, Cal.

525 Stimson Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

Registration Forms Sent on Application.

THE CLASS Or 1901

Has for four vears Kindly remembered

BRIDGMAN'S BOOK-SHOP.
We appreciate their courtesg and extend our best wishes for

each and all, as they leave their fflma Mater and our Citg . . .

S. E. BRIDGMAN & CO., College Book-store, 103 Main St., Northampton, Mass.










